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A World of Difference
Written by Nick Peterson

When USANA unveiled the USANA True Health Foundation back in March 2012, they knew nothing would stop
them from helping those in need. And they proved that over the past year by giving more than ever before. It’s
been an important reminder to never underestimate the power of the USANA family—especially when it comes
to sharing health with the world.

Check out how the Foundation came to the rescue of those in need.

$15,000 donated to
KidsCan, a nonprofit
organization dedicated
to supporting the
physical and nutritional
needs of disadvantaged
New Zealand children

$275,000 product

and cash donated to
assist the victims of
the devastating April
20, 2013, earthquake in
China, which killed 192
people and left 50,000
homeless

$100,000+ contributed to

International Relief Teams from
November 2013 through May
2014 to provide immediate and
long-term assistance to the
Philippines after super Typhoon
Haiyan. Aid included 128,000
meals, water purification tablets,
clean clothing, restored water
and sewage systems, and the
construction of fishing boats.

$175,000 raised

through various
activities—including the
Champions for Change
5K—at the USANA 2013
International Convention
in Salt Lake City, Utah

2.1 million meals
provided through
Children’s Hunger
Fund to feed hungry
children worldwide

No matter the trauma, crisis, or disaster, the Foundation was there—and still is—
to provide relief and recovery to those in need. If you want to help make 2014
an even greater year of giving, make a contribution at USANAfoundation.org.
Keep up on Foundation news by following them on Twitter (@USANAfoundation)
and liking their Facebook page (Facebook.com/USANAfoundation).

WRITTEN BY ANGIE LARSEN
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CARE FOR KIDS

r. Oz, cardiothoracic surgeon and
three-time Daytime Emmy Awardwinning Host of the three-time
Daytime Emmy Award-winning
The Dr. Oz Show, USANA’s
Founder Dr. Myron Wentz, and USANA
CEO Dave Wentz are all extraordinary
humanitarians. In 2012, they realized that
their missions closely aligned, and they joined
together to fight childhood obesity and help
kids lead a healthier, more active life.
From the beginning of the USANA and
HealthCorps relationship, the organizations
have been united in their commitment to
make the world a happier, healthier place. Now,
they’ve decided to extend their partnership for
the next five years.
Over the years, USANA has contributed to the
success of HealthCorps, and the relationship
has grown. In 2013, Dr. Oz toured USANA’s
manufacturing facility in Salt Lake City, Utah,
and personally thanked USANA for its support
of HealthCorps.
USANA and HealthCorps also worked
together to create the Health and Happiness
Summit, presented in both New York City and
Los Angeles—a three-hour live show with
leading experts to teach people how to live
their healthiest life. The presentations were so
successful, there may be more upcoming in the
future.
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Additionally, August 2014 will mark the third
straight year Dr. Oz has joined USANA for its
International Convention to deliver a keynote
address and the second to emcee and run in the
annual USANA Champions for Change 5K.
As these two organizations flourish in their
missions, USANA and HealthCorps will
continue their work together—so stay tuned.
You never know what exciting announcement
is right around the corner.
H E A LT H C O R P S . O R G
@ H E A LT H C O R P S
F A C E B O O K . C O M / H E A LT H C O R P S
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SCHOOLING

You probably know Dr. Oz earned his undergraduate degree at
Harvard in 1982 and received his MD from the University of
Pennsylvania. But did you know that he also earned an MBA
from Wharton Business School at the same time he received his
medical degree? Not only did he double up on degrees, but also,
during his undergraduate work at Harvard, he played football and
water polo.
2
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CAREER

You know Dr. Oz is a world-renowned cardiothoracic surgeon.
In fact, he still performs many surgeries a year in addition to
taping his incredibly popular show. He has also written seven
New York Times best sellers and over 400 other articles for medical
journals. He is Vice Chair and Professor of Surgery at Columbia
University, Director of the Cardiovascular Institute, and Founder
and Director for the Complementary Medicine Program at
New York Presbyterian Hospital. But did you know that he also
served as the medical consultant for the 2002 film John Q, starring
Denzel Washington? The film revolved around a man whose child
needed a heart transplant.
3
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LEGACY

Speaking of family, did you know Dr. Mehmet Oz is not the first
Dr. Oz? That honor goes to his father, Mustafa Oz, who is also

a surgeon. The senior Dr. Oz earned scholarships that allowed
him to emigrate from Turkey to the United States as a medical
resident.
4
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MARRIAGE

5

I N D U LG E N C E

You know Dr. Oz eats heart-healthy foods rich in fiber. He loves
nuts, bananas, carrots, fish, Greek yogurt, and blueberries. But on
the rare occasion when Dr. Oz gives into a craving, it’s southern
barbeque.
6

|

PHOBIA

Most of you probably assume a man as accomplished and
courageous as Dr. Oz would not be scared of anything. But this
Superman’s kryptonite is heights.
7

|

MUSIC

Can you picture Dr. Oz jamming to Bruce Springsteen? That’s
right. The Boss is his favorite performer.
8

|

EXERCISE

Dr. Oz is active—he loves to play basketball, tennis, and ride
bicycles. He also runs about four miles every day. But he’s also
practiced yoga for more than 17 years.

9

|

SLEEP

With Dr. Oz’s rigorous schedule, you’re probably wondering when
he ever gets the chance to sleep. Well, don’t ask him to stay out late.
He’s in bed at 10:00 p.m., and up at 5:30 in the morning.
10

Are you aware that Dr. Oz’s 28-year marriage to his beautiful and
brilliant wife Lisa was made possible by being introduced by their
fathers? It’s true. He and Lisa dated in secret because he didn’t
want his dad to have the satisfaction of knowing that he had been
a relationship facilitator.

|

|

SCHEDULE

You see The Dr. Oz Show five days a week. But did you know Dr.
Oz tapes two shows a day, three days a week? And here’s a tip: if
you ever visit his studio audience, spit out your gum in advance.
Otherwise, you’ll have Dr. Oz’s warm-up comedian, Richie Byrne,
embarrass you in front of the entire audience!
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TABLE PAIR
WRITTEN BY ALLIE HENDERSON

USANA AND THE WTA TEAM UP AGAIN
When it comes to personalized
nutrition, USANA leads the
pack. When it comes to women’s
professional sports, the Women’s
Tennis Association (WTA) is the
global leader, with more than 2,500
players representing 92 nations.

Together, these two are a perfect
match, which is why earlier this year
the international duo extended its
relationship through 2016.
With what will become a decade-long
partnership, USANA will remain the Official
Health Supplement Supplier of the WTA and
continue to provide its high-quality, NSF-tested
nutritional products to more than 180 WTA
athletes, including 15 athletes in the WTA Top 20,
and eight of the Top 10.
But the partnership is about more than just sharing
top-rated nutritional products with a group of elite
athletes. Over the next three years, you will see the
results of significantly upgraded digital and social media
activation benefits; the sponsorship of nine WTA events
across all regions of the world, including the year-end
WTA Finals in Singapore; and an impressive international
roster of ambassadors that reach and connect with USANA’s
19 worldwide markets.
With more than five million fans attending the WTA’s
54 events each year, you can count on sports enthusiasts
seeing more of USANA alongside the biggest names in
women’s tennis. But for now, get to know the rising stars and
Grand Slam champions trusting USANA to help them ace their
nutrition on and off the courts.
9
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GENIE
BOUCHARD

DOB: February 25, 1994
Birthplace: Montreal, Canada
Favorite USANA Product:
French Vanilla Nutrimeal™
Current Rank: 7

Accolades: Genie was named 2013 WTA Newcomer
of the Year and took that momentum with her into 2014
as she made an appearance in the semifinal round of
both the Australian Open and Roland Garros. Earlier in
the year she captured her first WTA title in Nurnberg,
Germany, to become only the second Canadian player to
win a title in over 23 years.

“

“As a professional athlete, nutrition is very
important to me and my game, and USANA is
known for maintaining a high level of quality in
its products. They’re the only nutritional products
I trust to keep me on top of my game.”

@geniebouchard
Fun Fact: She lives by the words “dream big, work hard”
and has three siblings, including a fraternal twin sister.

MONICA
PUIG
DOB: September 27, 1993

Birthplace: San Juan, Puerto Rico
Favorite USANA Product: BiOmega™
Current Rank: 69
Accolades: Earlier this year,
Monica took home her first WTA title in
Strasbourg, France, to become the first
Puerto Rican to ever win a title. She is
currently the highest ranked Latin
American player on the Tour and has
also won six titles on the ITF circuit.

“

“The USANA Essentials™ really play a vital
role in keeping me feeling my best, and I
can always tell a difference when I don’t
take them. I’m grateful to have access to
such high-quality supplements and for my
partnership with USANA.”
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@MonicaAce93
Fun Fact: She can remember
lyrics from every song she’s ever
heard. She believes that it doesn’t
matter how many times you fall,
but only how many times you get
up that matters in life.

ZHANG
SHUAI

DOB: January 21, 1989
Birthplace: Tianjin, China
Favorite USANA Product: Booster C 600
Current Rank: 30
Accolades: With two WTA single titles and
five WTA doubles titles already under her belt,
Shuai is the second-highest-ranked player
from China. She also holds more than 20 titles
on the ITF circuit.

“

“My nutritional needs are unique,
just like everyone else’s, and
I find comfort knowing that with
the USANA MyHealthPak™, I can get
a personalized pack of high-quality
supplements just for me, making it
easy to stay healthy every day.”

@zhangshuai121
Fun Fact: If she could have a
super power, Shuai wishes that
she could swim under water without
breathing. But she settles for the
fact that she has the ability to
sleep anywhere, at any time.

MADISON
KEYS
DOB: February 17, 1995
Birthplace: Rock Island, Illinois, USA
Favorite USANA Product: Booster C 600
Current Rank: 27
Accolades: Madison is the youngest player
in the Top 50 and the third-highest-ranked
American on the Tour behind Serena Williams and
fellow USANA ambassador, Sloane Stephens. She
holds one doubles title and three single titles on
the ITF circuit and won her first WTA title earlier
this summer at the Aegon International.

“

“I chose to take USANA’s products
because it’s a great brand that I trust.
As an athlete, having to question all of the
things we’re putting into our body can be
tiring, and I love knowing that I don’t have
to worry about those things with USANA.”

@Madison_Keys

Fun Fact: She originally got into tennis at the age of six because she wanted a tennis dress,
and once played a match during an earthquake in Costa Rica.

SLOANE
STEPHENS
DOB: March 20, 1993

Birthplace: Plantation, Florida, USA
Favorite USANA Product: Booster C 600™
Current Rank: 22
Accolades: Sloane quickly became a household name
when she defeated Serena Williams in the quarterfinal
round of the 2013 Australian Open, and she is currently
the second-highest-ranked American in the WTA. In 2010,
she won three of the four Junior Grand Slam Doubles titles.

“

@sloanetweets

“Everyone’s always looking for that extra
boost to make them feel good, and it might
all be in my head, but I always feel really
accomplished after I take my vitamins.”

Fun Fact: She’s a fashionista and loves to shop

when she has the time. She even has her own line of
athletic clothing with Under Armour and was featured
in Vogue’s “Best Dressed” spread in 2012.

SAM
STOSUR
DOB: March 30, 1984

Birthplace: Brisbane, Australia
Favorite USANA Product: Procosa®
Current Rank: 18
Accolades: In 15 years, Sam has secured five single titles and

24 doubles titles, including three Grand Slams, and two mixed doubles
Grand Slams. She remains the No. 1 player from Australia and has
represented the country in the Summer Games three times.

“

Facebook.com/samstosur
“Every morning after breakfast I take my morning HealthPak™
before I do anything else.”
Fun Fact: She’s ambidextrous—playing tennis with her right hand and eating
and writing with her left—and enjoys spending her free time at the beach.

ZHENG
JIE

HEADLINERS:
FLARE Magazine

DOB: July 5, 1983

Birthplace: Cheng Du, China
Favorite USANA Product: HealthPak

™

Current Rank: 58
Accolades: Jie has taken home four
single titles and 15 doubles titles in her
11-year career, including two Grand Slam
doubles titles—the Australia Open and
Wimbledon. She has also represented China
in both the Summer Games and on the
Fed Cup team three times each.

“

@ZhengJie
“I’m grateful that USANA has continued
to support women in sports…. It’s great
to be a part of a company that takes my
profession as seriously as I do.”

Fun Fact: She can easily lower her heart
rate after a match or training, and in her
free time, she enjoys listening to music and
watching her favorite movie, Braveheart.

CBCSports.ca
TENNIS.COM
SportsIllustrated.com

ESPN.com
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The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.
All statistics are as of July 2014. For the most updated information about the players, check out WTAtennis.com.
The statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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“

“

THE GIRLS THAT
WERE THERE NOT
ONLY TRAINED
PHYSICALLY FOR
IT, BUT WE HAVE
FOUGHT TOGETHER
AS A WHOLE SPORT
TO BE ON THAT
WORLD STAGE.

”
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I MET SO MANY AMAZING
ATHLETES, WHETHER ON TEAM
USA, FROM THE DIFFERENT
DISCIPLINES, OR OTHER
ATHLETES FROM AROUND
THE WORLD....

”

o say USANA Brand Ambassador Sarah Hendrickson is talented would be an understatement. At the age of two, she
started skiing, and a few years later, after seeing the 2002 Winter Games in Salt Lake City, she began ski jumping.
She was awarded 13 World Cup wins before the age of 20. When a knee injury struck only a few months before the
2014 Sochi Winter Games, her resilience and dedication still pushed her to become the first woman to ever participate
in a women’s ski jumping event in the Games. Now, she’s preparing for the 2018 Korea Winter Games with the help of
USANA’s line of highly rated supplements.
But these impressive credentials don’t immediately come to mind when you meet her. Instead, you are struck by how
warm and friendly she is. She is quick to smile, and as she tells a story, her hand gestures cause her many bracelets to
jingle along with her laughter. But along with these qualities comes the steady confidence of an elite athlete at the top of
her game. This interview details her experience of overcoming her injury and making history at Sochi.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE CHALLENGES THAT ARE
UNIQUE TO SKI JUMPING?
I think it’s just so different from anything else in the whole
world, which is why I love it so much…. It may technically be
really easy, but you have to go against what your mind wants
to do and what your body wants to do, which is lean out over
your skis and basically fly.

HOW DID IT FEEL TO BE THE FIRST WOMAN EVER TO
COMPETE IN THIS EVENT IN THE WINTER GAMES?
For me it was a huge honor. It was a long, long path for
women’s ski jumping to get involved. Luckily I had
older teammates who really went through the political fight
of things, going to court in Vancouver, and fighting, and
getting the word out that women’s ski jumping was being
discriminated against…. The girls that were there not only
trained physically for it, but we have fought together as a
whole sport to be on that world stage.

WHAT KIND OF REHAB DID YOU GO THROUGH
AFTER YOUR INJURY?
I had an amazing medical team behind me, an awesome
surgeon down in Salt Lake City, and an amazing physical CAN YOU TELL ME A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THE SOCHI
therapist. I was in the gym six hours a day, icing or EXPERIENCE OVERALL?
rehabbing, I was working on the nutritional side of things It was kind of different for me because I was in a really
because I had lost a bunch of weight and muscle…. frustrated state. My knee was giving me tons of pain,
We pushed the timeline as much as we could. I was non- I wasn’t that confident…and of course I was really
weight-bearing for two weeks, and once that was done it was happy to be there, but it was hard leading up to the
full throttle into what we could do.... It was definitely the event. And then after we were done competing,
I kind of just stepped back and just
hardest six months of my life.
relaxed and was able to enjoy the
SARAH, ON MOTIVATION:
WHEN YOU’RE TIRED OF TRAINING,
Olympic experience…. Looking back now
WHAT KEEPS YOU GOING?
For me it’s
it was some of the best times of my life.
For me it’s my dreams and my goals.
I met so many amazing athletes, whether
my dreams
When I was hurt…my goal was walking
on Team USA, from the different
into the opening ceremonies. And
and my goals.
disciplines, or other athletes from around
every time I was in pain or I just didn’t
When I was hurt... the world…. That’s something that I’ll
want to get up in the morning I was like,
remember absolutely forever.
“This is all for Sochi.”…. You’re gonmy goal was
WHEN YOU’RE TRAVELING, WHAT DO
na have ups and downs. It’s not a glowalking
into
YOU MISS THE MOST ABOUT YOUR
rious ride to any extent, but that’s what
PARK CITY HOME?
the opening
makes a professional athlete a profesI miss, I guess it’s weird, but cooking. I’m
sional athlete: you push through those
ceremonies.
not a good cook at all, but I like making
hard times and you’re gonna hopefully be
dinner with my mom and my brother.
rewarded for all the hard work in the end.
They’re both really good cooks, and I’m trying to learn
HOW DID YOU PREPARE YOURSELF FOR SOCHI?
from them. When you’re on the road constantly eating from
I guess the mental side of it is really the biggest challenge. It restaurants and stuff, it can kind of get old…. I love Park
was my first time at the Winter Games...and it’s just a whole City, and I love the gym, and the weather’s always better.
different scale of everything. The media, the sponsors, just It’s nice to come back, but life is on the road for me….
everything is so blown out of proportion compared to the So I try and embrace it. I get out and see the places
other seasons and the other events. I would spend half the and enjoy it.
day training and literally half the day with my sponsors and
the media, about five to six days a week. It was absolutely
insane…. You just had to accept that that was part of the WANT TO HEAR MORE FROM SARAH HENDRICKSON?
@schendrickson
sport, and we were fortunate enough to be included in the
Winter Games, and with the Winter Games come all that
Search “Sarah Hendrickson”
attention…that extra stuff that makes it a real job.

“

”

I WAS LIKE, THIS IS
“
ALL FOR SOCHI....

YOU’RE GONNA HAVE
UPS AND DOWNS.

”

The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation
for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.

Check out USANA’s interview
with Sarah before Sochi.

USANA Athletes
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Written by Allie Henderson

WITH A LEADER IN THE HEALTH INDUSTRY BEHIND THEM
AND THE HIGHEST-RATED NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS TO FUEL
THEM, THE ATHLETES OF TEAM USANA TOOK SOCHI
BY STORM. FROM INAUGURAL EVENTS TO PODIUM SWEEPS
AND BACK-TO-BACK HARDWARE SUCCESS, TEAM USANA
PROVED THAT WITH YEARS OF TRAINING, DEDICATION, AND
PROPER NUTRITION, ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE.
Photograph by Sarah Brunson, US Ski Team

DURING THE

MONTH OF
FEBRUARY,
millions of people were glued to their
TVs, computer screens, and smart
phones—at all hours of the day and
night—cheering on their favorite
athletes, teams, and respective countries
as they competed for coveted Winter
Games gold.

And while there were moments of
disappointment
and
frustration,
there was also joy and well-deserved
celebratory victories for dozens of
Team USANA athletes.
Throughout the 18 days of action,
nearly 200 USANA-sponsored athletes
spanning four countries and 11 different
sports, competed at the highest levels
for their chance to make it to a place
most only dream of: the Olympic
podium. And for 35 Team USANA
athletes, that dream became a reality as
they outperformed their competition
on the slopes and ice to bring home a
record 30 medals.

OPENING CEREMONIES, SOCHI, RUSSIA

Photo courtesy of Billy Demong, US Nordic Combined athlete

They accomplished their dreams and
represented their countries on the
global stage. They did things that had
never been done before and became
pioneers of their sports. And they set
the standards high for those who will
follow them. Take a look at the amazing
feats USANA athletes accomplished
while performing in Sochi.
ERIN HAMLIN, BRONZE MEDALIST, USA LUGE

Photograph by Cynthea Wight Hausman

2014

USANA SENT 190-SPONSORED ATHLETES TO THE
GAMES, INCLUDING USANA BRAND AMBASSADORS
BILLY DEMONG, BRYAN FLETCHER,
TAYLOR FLETCHER, SARAH HENDRICKSON, AND
MEAGHAN MIKKELSON

THE
WINTER GAMES

WERE THE BIGGEST GAMES
TO DATE, THANKS TO THE
ADDITION OF 12 BRAND NEW
EVENTS—THREE MIXED EVENTS,
FOUR MEN’S EVENTS, AND FIVE
WOMEN’S EVENTS. TEAM USANA
PARTICIPATED IN 11 OF THEM:

FIGURE SKATING
TEAM EVENT

1

Men’s U.S.
Hockey

27

8
LUGE
TEAM
MIXED RELAY
SKI
HALFPIPE
(MEN AND WOMEN)

BIATHLON
MIXED RELAY
SNOWBOARD

SLOPESTYLE
(MEN AND WOMEN)

SNOWBOARD
PARALLEL SLALOM
(MEN AND WOMEN)

WOMEN’S
SKI JUMPING
SKI SLOPESTYLE
(MEN AND WOMEN)

Speed
Skating
`
Canada

Biathlon
Canada

1
25
5

Women’s
Canada
Hockey

86

U.S. Ski and
Snowboard
Association (USSA)

3
13
11

U.S. Women’s
Ski Jumping

South Korea
Speed Skating
Team

Cross
Country
Canada

U.S. Speedskating (USS)

Great Britain
Short Track
Speed Skating

10

U.S. LUGE
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TEAM
USANA

HAD THE OPPORTUNITY

TO MEDAL IN 82 OF
THE TOTAL 98 EVENTS

USANA-SPONSORED ATHLETES

marked their places in history in nearly 10 events,
including six inaugural Winter Games competitions.

THE USSA SCORED

17 MEDALS

A record eight gold, three silver, and six bronze—during the
Games, including historic gold for both men and women
in the inaugural ski halfpipe and slopestyle
snowboarding events.
BILLY DEMONG,
INED ATHLETE
U.S. NORDIC COMB

Skier

BODE MILLER

won his sixth Winter Games medal, placing him
second on the all-time U.S. Winter Olympians
medal leaderboard behind speedskater Apolo
Anton Ohno, who leads with eight.

JOSS CHRISTENSEN,
GUS KENWORTHY,
AND

NICK GOEPPER
SWEPT THE MEN’S
SLOPESTYLE PODIUM
DURING THE EVENT’S
OLYMPIC DEBUT.
Korean long tracker

LEE SANG-HWA

clinched gold for the second consecutive Games
by setting an Olympic Record in the women’s
500m with a time of 37.28 seconds.

ERIN HAMLIN

OF USA LUGE SECURED BRONZE
IN THE WOMEN’S SINGLE EVENT,
BECOMING THE FIRST AMERICAN
LUGER TO MEDAL IN THE EVENT AT
ANY WINTER GAMES. SHE WAS LATER
VOTED BEST FEMALE OLYMPIAN OF
THE GAMES BY THE UNITED STATES
OLYMPIC COMMITTEE.

SPEED SKATING

CANADA
CAPTURED ONE GOLD, TWO
SILVER, AND TWO BRONZE
MEDALS DURING THE GAMES.

OTHER FUN FACTS
• Sochi is estimated to be the most
expensive Winter Games in history,
costing $50 billion. That’s more than
the total costs of all previous Winter
Games combined.
• The Olympic torch traveled 40,300
miles—its longest trip to date—which
included a stint in space.

5

U.S. WOMEN’S
SKI JUMPING’S

JESSICA JEROME,
LINDSEY VAN,
AND
USANA BRAND
AMBASSADOR

SARAH
HENDRICKSON

USANA-sponsored
athletes of

competed in the Winter Game debut
of women’s ski jumping, placing 10th,
15th, and 21st respectively.

SOUTH KOREA’S
SPEED SKATING
and

Despite suffering a knee injury
six months prior, Sarah made an
impressive comeback right in time for
Sochi and made history by becoming
the first female to ever jump in
Winter Games competition.

SHORT TRACK

teams secured five
medals during the
Games, three of which
were won by

PARK SEUNG-HI
in the 1000m, 3000m
relay, and 500m.

USSA Skier

MIKAELA
SHIFFRIN

JULIA MANCUSO

U.S. SPEEDSKATING

captured her fourth
medal in Sochi to
become the most
decorated U.S. woman
skier or
snowboarder,
and is now the
only American
woman to win a
medal of every
color in her
discipline.

SHORT TRACK ATHLETES

J.R. CELSKI,
EDDY ALVAREZ,
CHRIS CREVELING,
AND JORDAN MALONE
TOOK HOME THE TEAM’S ONLY
MEDAL OF THE GAMES, CAPTURING
SILVER IN THE 5000M RELAY.

• Each medal took roughly 18 hours
to make.

• Sochi hosted 6,000 athletes and team
members for the Winter Games.
The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation
for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.
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• The 2018 Winter Games will be held in
Pyeongchang, South Korea.

became the youngest
winner of an Olympic
slalom medal, male or
female, at age 19 by
securing gold on day 14
of the Games.

ALPINE SKIER
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AMERICAN SKIERS
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MEAGHAN MIKKELSON

“Heading in to the Games,
I thought of what it felt
like to win that gold
medal in Vancouver, and
what it would feel like to
win again in Sochi,” she says.
“That thought was enough
to push me as far as humanly
possible, and it paid off. Breaking
my hand four days before the gold
medal game was devastating, but
overall a minor hiccup in comparison
to the challenges I had to overcome to
achieve my goals.”
Trailing 2–0 until late in the third
period, Meaghan and the rest of her
team rallied to overcome the deficit.
With less than four minutes left on the
clock, the St. Albert native chalked up
an assist that brought the score within
one. Her teammate Marie-Philip
Poulin would eventually even the score
with 55 seconds left in regulation to
send the game into overtime.
“It feels great to have back-to-back
gold medals,” Meaghan says, “and
I can’t thank USANA enough for
their support.”
Facebook.com/MeaghanMikkelson12
@Mikkelson12

Photograph by Kely Hofer, Hockey Canada Images

MEAGHAN MIKKELSON, RECIPI
S IN VANCOUVER AND SOC
ENT OFG
HI.
OLD MEDAL

USANA Brand Ambassador and
hockey player Meaghan Mikkelson
is no stranger to performing under
pressure. In fact, the 29-year-old
defenseman helped lead Canada to its
fourth consecutive gold medal—her
second—with a broken right hand, in
a dramatic overtime victory against
longtime rival Team USA.

Photograph by Kely Hofer, Hockey Canada Images

AMBASSADOR SPOTLIGHT

GILMORE JUNIO &
DENNY MORRISON
SPORTSMANSHIP DEFINED
Even though Speed Skating Canada
traveled to Russia as a team, most of
their events were individual challenges
that often pitted the skaters to race
one another. Even so, sportsmanship
remained a key part of the team’s overall
goal of representing their country.
No one understands that better than
23-year-old Gilmore Junio who
graciously gave up his spot in the 1,000m
to teammate Denny Morrison—a
two-time world championship silver
medalist in the event—after he failed
to qualify for the distance due to a
devastating fall.
“People talk about it as being a huge
sacrifice, but I don’t see it that way,”
Gilmore explained to The Huffington
Post. “It was such a simple decision
for me. It was about giving Canada a
chance to win a medal.”
The selfless decision ultimately paid
off, as Denny went on to take silver in
the event, in addition to scoring bronze
in the 1500m.

Photograph by: Colleen De Neve, The Calgary Herald. Reprinted with the permission of The Calgary Herald.

FINAL OUTCOME
After years of training, practice, and dedication to both, Team USANA’s elite athletes
left Sochi with one-of-a-kind memories, new friends, and most importantly, their
heads held high. The 30 hard-earned medals they brought back with them were
just icing on the cake.
If Team USANA were a country, it would have placed second in the overall medal
standings with a record 30 podium appearances—13 gold, seven silver, and 10
bronze. That’s eight more than the group captured in Vancouver.

“Gilmore and I have always been
great friends since we started training
together about three or four years ago,”
says Denny. “I think this solidifies
our friendship even more, and it’s
something I don’t think either one of us
will ever forget.”

FINISHING
MEDAL COUNT

Facebook.com/USANAathletes
@TeamUSANA
TeamUSANA

The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation
for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.
All statistics are as of June 2014. For the most updated information
about the players, check out USSA.org, usspeedskating.org,
usaluge.org, wsjusa.com, speedskating.ca, biathloncanada.ca,
cccski.com, and gbshorttrack.org.
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What’s WRONG
with this

PICTURE?

Travis Jayner can’t win World Championships
without the right skates, just like your body can’t
perform at its best without the right nutrition.
Travis Jayner, world-class speed skater,
2010 Winter Games bronze medalist

WHAT’S YOUR AWARD-WINNING COMBINATION?
Find out by visiting truehealthassessment.com
to receive the best recommendation for your
very own MyHealthPak™.
USANA is the Official Health Supplement
Supplier of U.S. Speedskating
The pictured/named athlete is a dedicated user who has received
compensation for his partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.

USANA Athletes

Written by Aaron Adams

A Global Impact

C

ompetitive sports are
intense. There is nothing
like a 12th-round knockout
or a last-second goal to
send the crowd into an
intense fervor. But even if
you do not enjoy watching
national championships and
other live sporting events,
it is hard to deny the
influence professional
athletes have on our lives.
They are everywhere. You
see them on television, on
billboards, and in magazines.
They tell us where to eat,
what shoes to buy, and of
course, they tell us with
whom we can entrust our
health. And USANA, as a
leader in the health and
wellness industry, makes
products that are consumed
by some of the world,s most
talented athletes. Because
while the shoes they wear
are important, an athlete,s
greatest competitive edge
comes from maintaining a
healthy body that is always
ready to perform at the
highest levels.
Here are just a few of the
teams and athletes from
around the world who rely
on USANA to take their game
to the top.
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Canada
Meaghan Mikkelson
2014 Winter Games gold medalist
2010 Winter Games gold medalist
2012 International Ice Hockey Federation
(IIHF)World Championships gold medalist

Favorite USANA Product: BiOmega™
“As an athlete, nothing is more important than taking care of your body and making
sure that you have everything you need to ensure optimal performance on a daily basis.
USANA offers athletes safe and effective supplements that are essential in sustaining
energy levels and overall health and wellness.”

Thailand
Tirachai

Kratingdaeng

Gym

Record: 22-0 with 16 KOs
Super Welterweight 		
PABA Champion
Favorite USANA Product:

CoQuinone® 30

Philippines
Japoy Lizardo

“I take USANA’s products every day. That way,
I know I’m getting the nutrition I need to keep
fighting night after night, round after round.”

2012 Asian Championships
silver medalist
2011 Southeast Asian Games
gold medalist
World Ranking (based on
weight class)-4th
Favorite USANA Product:

The USANA Essentials™
“As an athlete, I need to be healthy so I can continue to
train and improve. With USANA, I know I’m getting
the nutrition all athletes should get.”
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.

Aretha Pan
2011 Malaysian Amateur Open
champion
Won all four major Amateur Open
tournaments in Malaysia before
turning pro on May 1, 2013
Favorite USANA Product:

BiOmega™

“Trusting my health to USANA allows me to focus
on my goal to be the best I can be.”

Japan

Malaysia

Kotoshogiku

Member of the Sadogatake
Sumo-wrestling stable
Rank: Oozeki-2nd highest rank
among Sumo hierarchy that
holds 700 wrestlers

Favorite USANA Product:

HealthPak™

“I honestly believe USANA’s HealthPak helps me
be at my best.”

France

Pascal
Martinot-Lagarde
2014 silver medalist World championship (60 meter hurdles)
best performance of the year (Diamond League)
2012 and 2013 French Champion Elite (60 meter hurdles)
2010 World Junior champion (110 meter hurdles)

&

Favorite USANA Product: Procosa®
“With USANA’s products I feel at the top of my shape and I am ready to perform at my
best. Through better nutrition, I have become a better athlete. Thank you USANA!”

Australia
Clint Robinson
World and 15-time Australian Single Ski Champion
World and 5-time Australian Board Champion
3-time Molokai Surf Ski World Champion

Favorite USANA Product: The USANA Essentials™
“I believe USANA’s supplements are the best products available to athletes who
must remain drug free in order to perform at the highest level. The research and
commitment to the science behind all their products is unmatched.”

USANA Athletes

POWE

It takes a lot of bravery and self-confidence for a USANA fighter to step into the ring. In that moment, they’re consu
how they’re going to deliver the final knockout. But there’s a reason these fighters are so brave. It’s because there’s
HHHHHHHHHHH

“With my rigorous training schedule, it’s so
convenient to have a quick Nutrimeal™ shake on
hand to drink in between training sessions so that
I can feel satisfied and ready to get back in the
ring. And it doesn’t hurt that they’re so delicious.”

“The fact that I can build a personalized
MyHealthPak™ to match with the
nutritional regimen I want shows how
much USANA cares about the health
of not just their sponsored athletes, but
also their customers around the world.
This is a partnership that I’m proud of.”

H H H THAT’S NOT ALL H H H H H H THAT’S NOT ALL H H
KEEP AN EYE OUT FOR THESE UP-AND-COMING USANA FIGHTERS—THEY’RE SURE TO BE THE NEXT ROUND OF CHAMPS IN THE RING.

RICKY BOYLAN
@RICKYBOYLAN1
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JOHNNY GARTON
@JOHNNY_GARTON

LEWIS PE

@LEWISPETTI

Written by Nick Peterson

RED

umed with the uncertainty of where and when the first blow will hit, how they’ll throw their first punch, and—most importantly—
s one thing they are sure of: USANA has their bodies in peak condition, ready to take on any fighter, any day, any time.
HHHHHHHHHHH

“Before I can compete in the ring, I need to
be in the best shape possible, and optimal
nutrition plays a huge role in getting to that
level. That’s why I start and end every day
with the USANA Essentials™.”

“I have to be careful about everything that
fuels my performance, so knowing that the
entire line of USANA Foods is gluten free,
low glycemic, and packed with protein
makes them my go-to snacks.”

H H H THAT’S NOT ALL H H H H H H THAT’S NOT ALL H H
WANT TO GET YOUR HANDS ON THE SWEET PRODUCTS THESE ATHLETES ARE TAKING? VISIT THE
PRODUCTS PAGE ON USANA.COM, AND SEE WHICH NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS ARE RIGHT FOR YOU.

ETTITT

ITT

MITCHELL SMITH
@MITCHELLSMITH92

IAIN WEAVER
@IAINWEAVER

The pictured athletes and organizations have received compensation for their partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.
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Purdy PROUD
Written by Misty Dangel

A Family Shares in

their Daughter’s Triumphs
Amy Purdy’s name is synonymous with success.

Everything this double amputee Paralympic snowboarder
and Dancing with the Stars runner-up does is extraordinary.
She is a tour de force and gives hope to those striving to
overcome their own disadvantages.
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CONNECT
SEARCH FOR AMY PURDY
@AMYPURDYGURL
AMYPURDY.COM

PHOTO CREDIT: NBC OLYMPICS/USOC
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PHOTO COURTESY OF STEF AND SHERI PURDY

But Amy hasn’t done it alone.
Stef and Sheri Purdy, Amy’s parents

and avid USANA Associates, have been
there throughout her darkest storms as
well as her brightest days.
When Amy contracted meningitis at age
19, Stef was there, donating a kidney to
save her life. When Amy won a bronze
medal in Sochi, Sheri and Stef were
there, cheering her on. And when Amy

became a competitor on Dancing with the Stars, Sheri was
there, supplying her supplements, cooking her meals,
and providing positive reinforcement.

“Amy has always been such a great example of never
giving up. She hasn’t let anything get in the way of
her dreams,” says Stef. “The goals she sets for herself
are on a scale most of us can’t even comprehend, and
oftentimes, Amy exceeds even her own expectations.”

It’s easy to see why the Purdys couldn’t be more proud.

1995

BEGAN

TOOK UP

SNOWBOARDING

AGAIN

2000
1999

(seven months after receiving
leg prosthetics); placed third in
snowboarding competition at
Mammoth Mountain; received
grant from Challenged Athletes
Foundation (CAF)

CONTRACTED
MENINGITIS,

BOTH LEGS
AMPUTATED
BELOW THE
KNEE

2005
TED

2003

SNOWBOARDING

2011

RECRUITED
BY CAF AS

SPOKESPERSON;

BECAME

AMPUTEE
ADVOCATE
for Freedom Innovations, a
prosthetic feet manufacturer

CO-FOUNDED

ADAPTIVE ACTION SPORTS,

a non-profit organization providing sport camps, events, and programs
for those with physical disabilities

PLACED 1ST at

2012

PLACED 1ST

AT WORLD CUP, Orcieres;

PARA-SNOWBOARD
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS;

competed in CBS’s 21st season of

THE AMAZING RACE

PLACED 3RD

AT WORLD CUP, Lake Louise;

FEATURED in

TED VIDEO entitled
“LIVING BEYOND LIMITS”

2013

2014

Placed 2nd at World Cup Landgraaf;
placed 2nd at U.S. Paralympics
Snowboard Cross National Championships;
placed 2nd for Paralympic test event
for Sochi Winter Games;
placed 2nd at World Cup Kelowna;
placed 2nd for World Cup Maribor;
placed 2nd for NorAm Copper Mountain;
placed 2nd for NorAm Twin Bridges

Earned a BRONZE

MEDAL in the

PARALYMPIC

WINTER GAMES;
placed 2nd for World Cup La Molina;
placed 2nd and 3rd in World Cup Big White

RUNNER-UP

with partner

DEREK HOUGH in season 18 of ABC’s
PHOTOS COURTESY OF AMY PURDY

DANCING WITH THE
STARS COMPETITION

USANA Athletes

JENNIFER’S JOURNEY
Written by Melissa Carter

All the right moves have landed Jennifer Azzi at the height of success. Her distinguished basketball

career has allowed her to rise to the top of her game, but it’s also given her the opportunity to mentor and train
young athletes to follow in her footsteps. USANA has been an important part of Jennifer’s game plan for a healthy
life, and she confidently shares the USANA vision as she continues her journey to share her successes with others.
point guard for Stanford University’s women’s basketball team,
1987– Played
and led her team to win the NCAA Women’s Division 1 Basketball
1990 Championship during her senior year.
1990 Became a member of the USA National team and helped her team succeed in many world championships.
a gold medal while playing with the
1996 Won
US women’s basketball team in the Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia.
her WNBA career after being selected to play for the
1999 – Began
Detroit Shock. Jennifer was later traded to the Utah Starzz
2004 where she first heard about USANA.

2001

Jennifer began taking USANA’s supplements, as they were the only safe choice
for athletes. “USANA is all about trust. For athletes, it’s important to realize that
our careers depend on what we put into our bodies, and that’s why we trust
that USANA has our backs.”

2002 Started her USANA business.
2007 Became a USANA Ruby Director.
Was inducted into the Women’s Basketball
of Fame as one of the greatest players
2009 Hall
to have ever played the game.
2010

Met with President Obama and hosted the first ever NBA/WNBA
Cares basketball clinic at the White House. “The White House
basketball court is really special, very private, surrounded by lush
greenery and a 15-foot fence. It was the first ever public event
on the White House basketball court. The clinic was amazing!”

2010–
Present

Head coach for the
University of San Francisco

Facebook.com/JenniferAzzi

azziblog.blogspot.com

@JenniferAzzi

jenniferazzi.com

USANA Athletes

Strong
is
Beautiful

Written by
Suzanne Houghton

From humble beginnings as a young child holding
tight to a racket and a dream to becoming the top
executive in women's sports, Stacey Allaster
has devoted her life and career to the game she loves.
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“

“Champions aren'’t just
born or made. ”

”

S

tacey Allaster knows a thing or two
about success. Named by Forbes
Magazine as one of the “Most Powerful
Women in Sports,” Stacey is the chairman
and CEO ofz the Women’s Tennis
Association (WTA). It is a position that has
afforded Stacey the opportunity to travel
the world representing and leading a sport
that is found in 92 countries with more
than 2,500 athletes.
Born and raised in Ontario, Canada,
Stacey’s passion for tennis started young.
At the early age of 12, Stacey received a
membership to the community club based
on the criteria of being a good student and
athlete. “I received a racket and lessons for
the summer,” she recalls. “And from there,
I never left the sport.”
From cleaning the courts to running different
programs at the club, Stacey spent her
teenage years paying for her own lessons.
And she developed a strong conviction to
pursue a career in the sport that quickly
became a part of who she was.
Although passionate about working toward
her dream, Stacey was also determined to
diversify her experiences to ensure she had
the skills necessary to pursue other careers
if tennis wasn’t to be part of her story. As
a young student eager to develop some
business skills, she became a self-employed
painter. “I would have to jump to get the
ladder off the truck,” she says with a smile.
“But I went door to door looking for work,
and I wanted to make sure I had business
experience so I could be successful in life if
I didn’t end up in tennis.”

But Stacey’s true love was always tennis, and
she wanted a career with Tennis Canada in
particular. Unfortunately, she quickly
learned the reality of rejection. “Every time
I applied for a job at Tennis Canada, I was
turned down,” she says. After three attempts,
however, she was given a limited position as
a special events coordinator within the
organization. Armed with tenacity, that
position eventually resulted in her becoming
their sales and marketing vice president.
Following a 15-year stint at Tennis Canada,
Stacey was offered a job as the President of
the WTA in 2006, and in 2009 she was
appointed to her current position as the
Chairman and CEO of the WTA.
Stacey admits she has learned a lot in her
career, but she will also tell you she isn’t
done learning yet. Learn why she believes
failure doesn’t define you, how the athletes
of the WTA inspire her, and why she
believes in USANA.

“

I“ t isn'’t just talent
that is going to get you
somewhere in life—––
it is attitude and
determination.”
––

”

You, along with your husband John Milkovich,
are the parents to 12-year-old Jack and
10-year-old Alexandra. What do you tell your
children about pursuing their dreams?
My children are two individuals who are unique in their
likes and their passions. Jack is incredibly artistically gifted.
He enjoys writing poetry and has been learning how to play
the harp. Alexandra is a classic sporty girl. She loves to play
sports, and she plays multiple ones.
As their mother, I want them to be happy and content
with who they are and help them realize that anything in
their life is possible. However, I want to make sure they
understand the value behind hard work and ensure they
remember that success doesn’t come without it.

Why is failure something everyone, athletes and
business people alike, need to experience?
It is inevitable that there are going to be missteps in life. There are going to be experiences that
take you off your path and make situations seem out of your control. It happens to everyone,
but how you react to it is what determines your success. If you really want something in life, or
business, you have to stretch yourself.

Discuss your feelings about
USANA and the WTA. Why is
that a natural partnership?
The WTA is very fortunate to have a
world-class company that aligns with our
values and equally delivers world-class
products. It makes perfect sense. I have seen
this relationship grow, and it’s wonderful to
know we bring credibility to each other.

What have you been taught by WTA players that you
will carry with you for the rest of your life?
They are some of the most mentally, emotionally, physically strong athletes I have ever met, and
they will themselves to succeed. I absolutely admire them and their accomplishments. They are
smart, young businesswomen, and they have everything going for them. Their performance on
and off the court is the reason the WTA is as impressive as it is.

The WTA is synonymous with leadership and
women. Why do you feel that is important?
It comes down to our history and our founder, Billie Jean King. In 1970, male tennis players were
making $12,000 US and women were making $2,000 US. Billie and eight other women,
known as The Original Nine, participated in a women’s only event where they each signed a
$1 US contract to play in a newly formed series. Forty years later, we are a global sport with
92 nations represented, and our athletes compete for nearly $120 million US in prize money.
The history of the WTA is our past, and it’s our future, and we know that strong is beautiful.

WTA

Facebook.com/WTA

@WTA

'"“ 'Stacey is an inspirational
leader of the WTA. She
knows and loves tennis,
and understands the sport
from so many angles.
Stacey'’s vision and determination continues to drive
our sport and enhance the
lives of all the players.”''
Sam Stosur
USANA Brand Ambassador
WTA Player Council

REVEAL

YOUR
RADIANCE

USANA’s Rice Bran Polisher gently
whisks away dull skin cells, while the
Nutritious Crème Masque draws
out impurities from the skin and delivers
intense moisture. Banish dry, flaky skin
and reveal a more radiant complexion
with this sensational combination.

Simulated imagery. This photo illustrates
the potential results that may be achieved
with these products. Your skin is unique,
and your results may vary.
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Bring out your summer glow with
these two Sensé™ skin care products.
Learn more at beautifulscience.com.

USANA Health & Fitness Experts

THE

IGNITING
FIELD
USANA spokesperson and celebrity fitness
trainer Kathy Kaehler has a flare for sparking
movement wherever she goes.

Kathy Kaehler

knows just what
it takes to get people moving. She makes
it easy. The celebrity trainer, best-selling
author, media fitness expert, and busy mom
of three boys is also a pro at igniting people’s
deep desires to create healthier lifestyles for
themselves and their communities.
In the spring of 2009, Kathy decided to
partner with USANA, a leader in the health
and wellness industry, and she became
the company’s fitness spokesperson. She
joined the USANA family after 14 years
as a fitness contributor on the Today show
and having trained some of Hollywood’s
hottest stars, including Jennifer Aniston,
Cindy Crawford, Drew Barrymore, Ellen
DeGeneres, Michelle Pfeiffer, and Julia
Roberts.
As she continues her work with the best
of the best, she’s always keeping an eye on
her other important clientele…YOU! This
past year, she traveled to multiple USANA
events to inspire and teach people just like
you how easy it is to live an active and
healthful life.
Written by Angie Larsen

Kathy’s Inferno of Info
August 2013

USANA International Convention

Salt Lake City, Utah, USA
A true dynamo of energy, Kathy not only performed a Sunday
Set-Up™ presentation to benefit the USANA True Health
Foundation, but each morning you could find her jamming out
in exercise classes she prepared for the Convention’s early risers.
Take Aways:
• Don’t depart from your routine when you travel for business.
• Before you leave, plan for exercise by packing workout
clothes and shoes.
• Make exercise a part of your day no matter where you are.
• Exercise always gives you something back—a wake-up call,
energy, allows you to meet new people, etc.

November 2013

Success on the Seas

Caribbean Cruise
Don’t use the elevator! With Kathy on board, some of
USANA’s highest achievers were able to keep their buffet
pounds in check. During the cruise, Kathy led exercise classes,
made a great Caribbean workout video, and spent valuable
one-on-one time getting to know USANA Associates and
their specific health concerns.
Take Aways:
• Don’t ever take a vacation from exercise… even on vacation.
• Get creative and use your environment. Exercise using the
promenade deck, benches, picnic tables, rocks, palm trees,
and more.
• Get in the right mindset to make movement a priority.

February 2014

SWEET Retreat

Phoenix, Arizona, USA
Packed like sardines, the female side of USANA participated
in some SWEET workouts with K athy. S he also
presented a keynote address, inspiring and empowering
women without judgment.
Take Aways:
• W hen women have the opportunity to take care of
themselves—they will.
• Take the lessons learned at a retreat and execute them
at home.
• Nurture all aspects of yourself.

March 2014

México Celebration

México City, México
Delivering her keynote address, Kathy quickly discovered energy
is the international language. The energy at this México 10-year
anniversary celebration was palpable.
Take Aways:
• Be in the moment—be present.
• Take care of your body, because you only get one.

April 2014

Associate Event

Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
Igniting a health flame at an Associate event in Albuquerque, Kathy
made the most of her keynote appearance by taking the time to get
to know the team in some of the most beautiful terrain in the country.
Taking advantage of another opportunity to get Associates and their
guests moving, she joined the crew on some hardcore hikes.
Take Aways:
• There are no excuses.
• Don’t let age, injury, weather, kids, time, money, season, or
location keep you from moving.

May 2014

RESET™ Challenge—Grand Prize Trip

Sanoviv Medical Institute, Baja California, México
USANA works! You could see the proof on the RESET Challenge
winners. Kathy joined the walking success stories at Sanoviv for
a week of wellness treatments, exercise, nutrition courses, and
relaxation. She presented her popular Sunday Set-Up program,
taught exercise classes, and completed 30-minute one-on-one
consultations with each winner.
Take Aways:
• Exercise does not have to be overwhelming.
• You don’t need a gym, a trainer, or even workout clothes.
You just need to move your body—take the dog for a walk
or do planks during the commercials of your favorite show.
• Make a commitment to move—a personal manifesto.

May 2014

Women in Business

Toronto, Canada
Kathy spent her time in Toronto reconnecting with all the
Associates she’s met over the years. Even though it was the Women
in Business event, there were a few men there, too. She shared
nuggets of knowledge at each event—morsels that create a masterful
recipe for a healthy life.
Take Aways:
• Everywhere you go—learn something new.
• Kathy is not only a USANA spokesperson—she is a
USANA business owner.
• USANA is core to Kathy, her family, and her fitness business.

kathykaehler.net

Facebook.com/SundaySetUp

@kathykaehler

Pinterest.com/getfitandfab

YouTube.com/user/kathykaehlerfitness
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A Tasty Twist
to Eating

Real & Feeling
Beauty-full
Written by
Mallory Moger

ast year, Dr. Libby Weaver, a
L
top Australian nutrition specialist,
weight-loss expert, and USANA global health

educator, released her first cookbook, Real
Food Chef. After much success and numerous
fans asking for more ‘real food’ options,
Dr. Libby and Chef Cynthia Louise teamed
up again to release their new book, Real Food
Kitchen (RFK).
“It’s full of 90 delicious and nutrient-dense
recipes that show you how to pack more plant
foods into your diet—in creative and tasty new
ways,” Dr. Libby says. “Science shows that
increasing the plant content of the diet is a
powerful way to support longevity—and RFK
is packed with inspiring ways to do this.”
Dr. Libby met a 24-year-old young woman
after a cooking demo who explained that she
lost 88 pounds just by eating ‘real food.’ She
went on to say that “it felt effortless.” Not only
were her clothes looser but a number of minor
health problems had resolved as well.
“We want to support as many people as
possible on their health journey,” Dr. Libby
says. “While our book sale stats are great, it’s
the support from everyday readers and home
cooks that we value the most.”
RFK is loaded with family-style meals and
more traditional meals and flavors that have
been given the ‘real food’ treatment. “We like
to say an ordinary family meal has been real
food ‘chefified,’” Dr. Libby says.

“I love my role as USANA’s Global Health Educator, and
I hope it helps ignite and expand people’s knowledge of

biochemistry, nutrition, and the miracle of the human body.”
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Meals like hash browns, meatloaf, spaghetti
carbonara, caramel slices, and Banoffee pie are
all featured in RFK. The delectable dishes
have been recreated using whole foods so they
are both nutrient dense and delicious. They’ve
also been designed to contain none of the
ingredients that could have potential take
aways from your health.
Being the busy bee she is, Dr. Libby also
found time in her non-stop schedule to write
another book for a different kind of audience.

Chocolate Mousse

Flesh of 1 young coconut
Filtered water
2 dates, pitted and roughly chopped
½ cup raw cashew nuts
3 tablespo ons cocoa powder
Pinch of salt
Mixed berries to serve

Chocolate mousse can easily be whipped up at the last minute.
Containing just a few simple ingredients it’s the young coconut
flesh that gives the mousse its creamy texture. The Real Food
Kitchen is not just about what you get, it’s also about what you
don’t get : artificial ingredients. There are not many people who
feel nourished and energized after eating traditional chocolate
mousse. Serving it with mixed berries gives it a pop of color
as well as antioxidant benefits.

Instructions

Place all the ingredients except
the berries in a blender.
Add enough filtered water
to enable the blade to work
effectively and process until
creamy and smo oth. Pour the
mixture into attractive glasses
(e..g. martini glasses or tumblers).
Top with a mix of berries.
Preparation time 5–10 minutes
Serves 3–4
Freezer friendly

“The parts of your body
that frustrate or sadden you
are simply messages asking
you to eat, drink, move, think,
believe, or perceive in
a new way. See them as
the gift they are.”

“Beauty from the Inside Out teaches people
how to recognize the signs that their
bodies give them, such as the health of
the skin, hair, and nails,” Dr. Libby says.
“It helps them understand what these
signs can mean.”
In her book, she says, “Cracking nails, dry
hair and skin problems are all signs from
our bodies that we need to eat, drink,
think, perceive, move, and believe
differently.” The book explains what these
surface problems mean and gives the
reader solutions to solve these issues.
“It dawned on me that not everyone cares
about their health—a foreign concept to
me—but as an educator I need to meet

people where they are at and help them
address what concerns them,” Dr. Libby
says. “And most people want to look good
and age well.”
Beauty from the Inside Out is meant to
help people take better care of their
health, first by increasing the nutrient
density of their diet—through Real Food
Chef and Real Food Kitchen.
“When we change the way we live to
improve a beauty issue, we automatically
improve our overall health and longevity,”
Dr. Libby says.
Dr. Libby’s new books are available for sale at
drlibby.com.
@DrLibbyLive

Facebook.com/DrLibbyLive

USANA Health & Fitness Experts

How

OBI OBADIKE

Chiseled His
Way to the

Top
Written by Misty Dangel
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Photo credit: Mike Byerly

O

bi Obadike is known as the “World’s
Most Ripped Fitness Model.” One look
at him and it’s easy to see why. This elite
athlete and top fitness expert continues to
grace the covers of more fitness magazines
than any other African-American, has more
than a million-and-a-half followers on
Twitter, and is one of the most published
fitness experts in America. But how did he get
started on his path to modeling success?
It may be hard to believe, but Obi, meaning
“Heart of God” in Nigerian, grew up in
Southern California being made fun of for his
scrawny body and unusual name. “It was
tough being teased as a kid,” says Obi, “but
I discovered how to come out on top through
the experience.”
He learned to deal with adversity by focusing
on his love of sports, which started Obi on the
path to fitness. He began playing basketball
and football at a young age, then started
lifting weights in high school. He soon found
himself intrigued by athletes appearing on
fitness and bodybuilding covers and thought it
would be “cool to look like them.” “Never in
my wildest dreams would I have imagined,
years later, that the skinny kid who couldn’t
buy a date in high school would be gracing
fitness magazine covers with gorgeous women
beside me,” he says.
He’s certainly adorned his share of magazine
covers—more than 50—in countries all over
the world, from Australia to United Arab
Emirates and even Qatar. But what was it that
gave Obi the edge?

“

My dad taught me to be willing to
sacrifice everything to accomplish
my dreams and to never take
shortcuts in life, He also taught me
to be ethical in all I do.
of Cal State Fullerton, isn’t just a pretty face
and a rock-hard body. He’s earned two
bachelor’s degrees and a master’s degree.
“When you are a young man who plays sports
in high school and college, the misperception
is that ‘he is just a dumb jock’ or ‘just a
meathead,” says Obi. “So I think being in
those two categories forces you to go above
and beyond to show you have brains and can
be successful.”

”

And to say Obi has been successful in
his career is a bit of an understatement.
He will soon be co-hosting a new
nationally syndicated TV show called
Lifestyle Health, airing in the fall.
And, just recently, Obi was named to
Dr. Oz’s sharecare.com list as one of
the Top 10 Most Influential Fitness
Experts on the web.
Obi is grateful to be recognized for
his achievements on such a large scale.
“When I have a platform and a vehicle,
it gives me the motivation to put out
the most credible information to help
people,” Obi says. “And that is what I will
continue to do until I can’t do it anymore.”

This former top Division I Collegiate sprinter,
known as one of the fastest men in the history

Facebook.com/obiobadike

obiobadike.com

@Obi_Obadike
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Model

Behavior

Nancy Drew Helps
Underprivileged
Teens
Search Nancy Drew Fitness
@NancyDrewCoach
ca.linkedin.com/in/nancydrew
nancydrewfitness.net

Written by Misty Dangel

N

ancy Drew, an international bikini
model and fitness expert, is passionate
about making a difference. Instead of focusing
on her own accomplishments, she chooses to
use her successes to help others. Just recently,
she taught several “at-risk” teenagers at a high
school in California the basics of nutrition
and exercise. Her goal? Motivate these
youngsters into choosing healthy habits now
to help create a better future for themselves
and their families.
What Nancy discovered was something she
had never dreamed. Most of these children

didn’t have the means to eat properly. Many
were starving most of the day and found it
difficult to concentrate at school. But the
most shocking fact of all was that the
impoverished teens seemed to lack anyone
who cared about them.
So, Nancy asked USANA to step in and help
these underprivileged youth by providing
them with a 30-day supply of supplements,
Nutrimeal™ meal-replacement shakes, and
Protein Snacks. Neither Nancy nor USANA
anticipated the impact their actions would
have on these students.

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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Antonio

“The supplements give me a lot of energy.
I take the shake each morning and love the
taste and how it fills me up until lunch. Before,
I was starving and never feeling full. Now after
having the shake, I feel full, and it gives me
lots of energy! Thank you!”

Jamie

“After my run, I’m exhausted, but then I have
a USANA Nutrimeal shake. Afterward, I feel
reenergized, and I have so much energy;
I can’t believe it! I’ve lost 2.5 pounds in a week
and a half. I don’t have cravings for candy
anymore. Thank you! I love USANA!!”

Anecia

“Every morning, I have a USANA Fudge
Delite™. It keeps me fuller than the cereal or
fish crackers I had before. I was so hungry,
had no energy, and couldn’t concentrate, but
now I’m full until lunch and have so much
more energy! It’s my favorite thing to eat!”

USANA Health & Fitness Experts

from the
Written by Mallory Moger

W

hen we’re young, our skin is healthy and supple, but as we age,
there are a myriad of factors that affect its health. Through diet,
environmental exposure, and just plain neglect, our skin takes a major beating.
USANA skin care expert Amy Chalmers focuses her practice on cutting-edge
and natural alternatives for restoring healthy, beautiful skin, and she says it all
starts with our cells.
“As the years go on, our cells suffer and become damaged,
making it increasingly difficult for them to execute their
intended function,” she says. “But what people usually aren’t
aware of is that our bodies already have the perfect plan for
correcting itself. Usually when it comes to what you need for
healthy skin, your body is already craving it.”
So what does Amy say our bodies and skin crave the most?
Protection and nourishment. Her expert recommendation?
Use topical applications of antioxidants and key vitamin
complexes to reduce the look of unhealthy skin.

Vitamin A,

also known as the “mother vitamin” in terms of skin rejuvenation
and maintaining skin beauty, is also the gold standard to fight the visual signs of aging.
Vitamin A provides natural exfoliation that helps improve skin’s smoothness, reduce the
appearance of fine lines, and regulate many aspects of cellular function. It’s highly
recommended for skin that has been exposed to UV damage, as it boosts cell turnover
rate and results in healthier, more radiant-looking skin.

When Vitamin C and E

are
applied topically, they work together to provide antioxidant
protection for existing collagen. Vitamin C preserves vitamin E
levels, while vitamin E helps to preserve all antioxidants stored
in the skin, making this combo the Batman and Robin of
fighting UV rays to make the skin retain its youthful
appearance.

Antioxidants.

Because we are all exposed
to free radical damage on a daily basis, antioxidants are an
indispensable component of skin care. A few of the most
potent antioxidants include coenzyme Q10, lipoic acid,
glutathione, lutein, and super oxide dismutase. The latter two
are known as the “firefighters of antioxidants” because they are
the first responders in the fight against free radical damage.
After you’ve given your skin the proper topical treatments it
needs, Amy stresses that you should also consider the internal
nutrients that help support healthy, glowing skin.
USANA’s Mega Antioxidant is a great place to start.
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Search for Natural Skin Solutions
USANA’s Influence — Special Edition 2014
@amynaturalskin

Where Amy’s been featured:

Baby

USANA Medical Experts

on
the

Brain
Written by Mallory Moger

New parents—especially mothers-to-be—have a lot to prepare for mentally,
physically, and nutritionally. Renowned pediatrician Dr. Christine Wood,
a USANA consulting medical expert, has some useful advice for expecting parents.

Mothers-To-Be Nutrition
“The first and most important step for women thinking about having a baby is to take
nutritional supplements before even getting pregnant,” says Dr. Wood. “Supplements should
be pharmaceutical quality and include folate, vitamin D, and omega-3 fatty acids. New
recommendations show that iodine is an important component in prenatals, which USANA
Baby Care Prenatal Essentials™ include.”
Pregnant women need to avoid environmental toxins, sources of mercury (certain types
of fish), and pesticides, and decrease the amount of animal fats and processed food
they consume.

Through the Pregnancy
Exercising during each trimester of the pregnancy is important and can have wonderful benefits,
including better sleep; healthier weight for moms; the ability to weather labor and delivery better;
and the ability to recover from stresses of birth more quickly. Research published in 2011 in
The Journal of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology showed children
of women who ate large amounts of junk food during pregnancy were more likely to favor
high-fat, high-sugar diets as they aged.

Preparing for the Future
Parents are in control of their toddlers’ nutrition—they decide what to offer their children.
Dr. Wood’s advice: “Feed your toddlers nourishing food such as fruits, vegetables, lean
meats, and whole grains.” Once children are given unhealthy foods as part of a regular
diet, it can be difficult to encourage them to eat healthier food in the future.
Omega-3 fats are crucial for infant and toddler brain development and their growing
bodies. USANA’s BiOmega™ Jr. can make it fun and easy for kids to get the DHA
and EPA they need for healthy minds and bodies without taking a supplement full
of added sugar.

Advice for New Dads
Dads should check in with moms with a weekly “summit meeting” to see how they are
doing. New dads should read information on the stages of pregnancy and the development
of their children to stay connected with what is going on and show moms their commitment
and involvement.

Facebook.com/DrChristineWood

@DrChristineWood

These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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Science
Behind
Weight Loss
the

Written by Misty Dangel and Dr. Susan Kleiner

Dr. Susan Kleiner Explains
Susan Kleiner, Ph.D., RD, FACN,
CNS, FISSN, and one of USANA’s
scientific consultants, has been studying
weight loss, muscle gain, and sports
performance for most of her illustrious
career. It’s a complicated process—so we
asked her to simplify it for the rest of us.
If you think of your body like a car, it’s
easier to understand. A car needs fuel.
However, unlike a car, your body runs
differently depending on the timing, the
type, and the amount of fuel (or food) it
is receiving.
Your body has messengers—hormones
and neurotransmitters—communicating
between your gut and your brain, telling
your body’s cells what to do. These
messengers answer questions from your
brain: “How much fuel do I have?”
“What kind of fuel is available?” “Am
I too low on energy?” “Do I need to
send extra calories to storage to protect
myself from starvation?”
48

If the messengers tell your brain
you don’t have enough energy (or
carbohydrates) in your body, over time
your body’s metabolism will slow down,
leading to “a sluggish engine.” You will
burn fewer calories but perceive that you
are working harder. Once this happens,
your body begins storing fat.

scoops one and a half to two hours
before exercising and within 30 minutes
after. Manage the scoops based on
your energy needs. Consuming a Rev3
Energy® Surge Pack also makes a
great pre-exercise addition. Exercise
maximizes your calorie burn and fueling
intense exercise increases the afterburn.

Many of us think the only way to
get back on track is to stop fueling all
together and train harder. But that’s
actually the worst thing you can do. The
truth is, the only way to lose fat and
maintain muscle in a sustainable way
is to train well and fuel your body all
day long. Two-thirds of your fuel should
come from plants, and the other third
can come from animal sources, like lean
cuts of meat or fish.

Remember, if you don’t properly fuel
yourself, your body will repeat the cycle
of gaining fat. Eat a variety of veggies
and fruits, whole grains and beans,
nuts and seeds, as well as plenty of
lean proteins. And just as importantly,
exercise as hard as you can. This will
keep your body running strong and will
give you the mileage you need to reach
your health and fitness goals.

You’ll also want to stay active and fuel
your body around intense exercise—the
exercises that make it difficult to talk. An
easy meal for pre- and post- workouts
is Nutrimeal™. Consume three to five

USANA’s Influence — Special Edition 2014

drskleiner.com
@powereat
Facebook.com/DrSusanKleiner

FUEL YOUR BODY
Vegetable Proteins

“

Nuts, seeds, legumes

The only way to
sustainably
lose fat and
maintain muscle
is to fuel your
body and mind
with clean fuel
all day long.

Fruits & Veggies

Animal Proteins

Range-fed meats, poultry, fish,
eggs, and dairy

USANA Products

Essentials , BiOmega ,
USANA Probiotic,Vitamin D,
Nutrimeal , Rev3 Energy Surge
TM

TM

R

TM

R

Grains & Starchy
Vegetables

- Dr. Susan Kleiner

High Performance Fats
Avocados, olives, extra virgin olive
oil, nut/seed butters

Sedentary
Good part of the day spent sitting; little to no strenuous
physical activity. Cannot lose fat or maintain muscle.
Lowest “fuel efﬁciency” level. (Desk job, trucker, pilot)

Moderately Active
Walks consistently. Occasionally engages
in physical activity. Cannot lose fat or
maintain muscle. Low “fuel efﬁciency”
level. (Hair stylist, line worker, teacher)

EXERCISE
LEVEL

Active
Exercises at least 3-4 times per week. Is able to perform strenuous
physical activity for up to 1-2 hours at a time. Requires fueling before
& after exercise. Mid “fuel efﬁciency” level.
(Nurse, waiter, postal worker)

Athletic
Engages in intense exercise daily. Requires additional fueling before & after
exercise. High “fuel efﬁciency” level. (Construction worker, first responder,
competitive athlete)

Extreme Athlete
Daily extreme exercise. Heavy fueling before &
after exercise. Include plenty of carbs. Optimal
“fuel efﬁciency” level. (Military trainee, Iron Man
trainee, bodybuilder)

USANA Medical Experts

USANA’s
Medical
Experts &
Advisors
Written by Aaron Adams

BRINGING

AN IMPRESSIVE

list of accolades, credentials, and
experience to an already incredible
group of USANA in-house scientific
researchers,

USANA’s

medical

experts and advisors are renowned
throughout the world and provide
USANA with valuable insights into
product applications and efficacy.
USANA works with them on a regular
basis to review formulas and discuss
suggestions for how Associates and
Preferred

Customers

can

best

incorporate USANA’s products into
comprehensive lifestyle programs
promoting health and wellness.
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Dr . Christine
Wood, FAAP
@DrChristineWood
Facebook.com/DrChristineW
ood

Practicing pediatrician, lec

turer, and author of

How to Get Kids to Eat Great
an

d Love It!

andkidseatgreat.com, Dr. Ch
ristine Wood
focuses on healthy nutrition
for children and
the nutritional impact diet
has on health and
disease. Dr. Wood recomme
nds USANA
because she believes the ma
nufacturing
quality of USANA’s Usanim ™
als and Body Rox™
is unsurpassed in the indust
ry. She’s often
been seen recommending US
ANA products
on television.
"My trust in these products
has been built on
solid science, which gives me
the confidence
to recommend USANA to my
patients."

Dr. Peter Rugg,
FACEP

Dr . Christiane
Northrup
@DrChrisNorthrup
up

DrChristianeNorthr

Facebook.com/

or and prominent
As a best-selling auth
health, Dr. Christiane
physician in women's
sive professional
Northrup has an exten
oks
h. Her best-selling bo
background in healt
s directly related to
cover a myriad of topic
she has been asked to
women's health, and
y
on The Oprah Winfre
share her expertise
The
,
ws
Ne
, NBC Nightly
Show, the Today show
Dr. Oz Show.
View, 20/20, and The

te made with the highes
"USANA's products ar
ideal ratios that work
quality ingredients in
ded
taken and recommen
synergistically. I have
s.
for more than 10 year
USANA's supplements
™
are the HealthPak ,
My favorite products ®
™
A Probiotic."
BiOmega , and USAN

Dr. Bart Moore,
M.PH., FAAFP,
ABPNS
Dr. Bart Moore is a Fellow of the American
Academy of Family Physicians and is
certified by the American Board of
Physician Nutrition Specialists. He is also
a Diplomate of the American Board of
Anti-Aging Medicine and is known for
giving presentations and seminars on
various nutrition and lifestyle topics.
Because of his knowledge of preventative
medicine, USANA always welcomes
Dr. Moore's advice and input when it
comes to developing new products.

Dr. Peter Rugg is board certified in internal
medicine and emergency medicine, and is a
Fellow of the American College of Emergency
Physicians. He works with athletes to improve
conditioning, performance, and endurance,
and he regularly lectures on optimal nutrition,
lifestyle enhancement, and the connection
between nutrition and prevention of
degenerative diseases.
“I'm a huge fan of Proflavanol® C100 and its
synergistic qualities. The combination of
grape seed extract and vitamin C form a
powerful supplement that provides terrific
support for the cardiovascular system.”

Dr. Monica
Lewis, MB, CHB
Dr. Monica Lewis is an expert on holistic
medicine and hormonal issues. She is the
co-author of a series of best-selling books
called Fad, Fable, or Fact? and always shares
her knowledge with USANA's in-house
scientists.
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USANA Scientific Experts
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Aaron Ada

USANA’s in-house scientists have dedicated themselves to bringing
you and your family award-winning, top-rated nutritional products.
But this brainy bunch is far more than fancy lab coats and microscopes.
They all come from different backgrounds, they all have their own interests,
and they all live their life, their way—just like you.

JOHN
Cuomo, Ph.D.
Executive Director of
Product Development
and Technologies

“USANA has been my life for nearly 20 years and has allowed me
to live my passion. The products we make and the opportunities
USANA provides allow me live a full, satisfying life.”

DR. CUOMO

has more than 25 years of experience and knowledge that he shares with every member
of his team. His experience in synthetic organic chemistry, manufacturing, and analytical methods make his
contributions to USANA invaluable. He holds more than 20 United States and European patents and is the
author of numerous scientific papers.  
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: Proflavanol® C100
FAVORITE BOOK: The Chronicles of Amber by Rodger Zelazney
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: John exercises at least six times a week and keeps active
by walking his dog and skiing. He also takes his USANA® Essentials™ every day.

BRIAN
Dixon, Ph.D.
Executive Director of
Scientific and Clinical Affairs

DR. DIXON’S primary role is to facilitate and manage all clinical studies conducted at

USANA. He earned a Ph.D. in molecular and cellular biology from Oregon State University.
His work and research at USANA has focused on the aging process, antioxidants, detoxification,
cellular signaling, heart disease, and cancer.   
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: Hepasil DTX™

FAVORITE MOVIE: The Shawshank Redemption
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: For Brian, living a healthy lifestyle is all about getting outside and
playing hard. From skiing and windsurfing to fly fishing and mountain biking, Brian does everything
he can to love life and live it to its fullest.
“I’m very passionate about doing everything I can to help others live long,
fulfilling lives, so I honestly believe that developing and testing our products
with the team of scientists at USANA is what I was meant to do in this life. To
have the opportunity to educate people on health—literally, all over the
world—has been an absolutely amazing experience.”

MARK
Brown, Ph.D.
Director of
Product
Development

DR. BROWN

creates the strategies and techniques that help keep
USANA’s product development at the forefront of nutritional science. He has
completed extensive research in bioorganic chemistry and holds a Ph.D. in
organic chemistry from the University of California and a bachelor’s degree
in chemistry from California State University, Chico.
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: USANA® Probiotic
FAVORITE BOOK: Cooked by Michael Pollan
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: Mark likes to stay active and consume
a balanced diet— which includes many of USANA’s supplements.
He also believes a healthy mind is essential to living a healthy life,
so he practices meditation.
“I love working for USANA because we are a
health-based company that ‘walks the walk’
by encouraging and helping our employees to
be as healthy as can be.”

JEREMY
Tian, Ph.D.
Senior
Scientist

DR. TIAN has a Ph.D. in nutrition and an MD in clinical medicine. Before
he joined USANA, he worked as a gastrointestinal surgeon as well as a
scientist in basic biomedical research. He is the author of 16 peer-reviewed
research articles and a number of conference publications and editorials.
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: Rev3 Energy®
FAVORITE MOVIE: Cool Runnings
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: Jeremy jogs for at least 30 minutes every day.
“USANA gives me the opportunity to do what I love while helping
others live healthier lives. Nothing makes me happier.”

MARK
A. Levy, Ph.D.
Senior
Scientist

“Walking into the USANA
Home Office every day
always reminds of the
importance of living a
healthy lifestyle—most
specifically the need
to get enough exercise
(or at least avoid the
lazy, couch-potato lifestyle)
and to eat a healthy diet.
I really like working for a
company that cares about
the health of its employees.”

WITH 14 YEARS of experience at five different universities, Dr. Levy is a seasoned veteran in

the field of scientific research. His work has been published in 15 books and journals, and he has given
presentations at numerous conferences across the United States and Canada.
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: Wild Strawberry Nutrimeal™

FAVORITE MOVIE: Groundog Day
HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: Mark loves his fruits and veggies and
makes sure he gets at least two servings of each every day.

THE MEMBERS OF USANA’S IN-HOUSE R&D TEAM ARE
AUTHORITIES ON HEALTH AND NUTRITION. CHECK OUT WHERE
USANA’S SCIENTISTS HAVE BEEN FEATURED:

MICHAEL
Fuhrman, DC
Executive
Science
Advisor

“The USANA lifestyle perfectly dovetails
with—and very much supports—my own
long-held beliefs on health and wellness.
So it’s a match made in heaven!”

DR. FUHRMAN

has been in the nutraceutical industry
as a formulator and educator for the past eight years, with nearly
12 years experience as a chiropractor specializing in nutrition and
herbal medicine. This blend of skill and knowledge adds a unique
component to USANA’s research and development department that
complements the expertise of our other scientists and researchers.
FAVORITE USANA PRODUCT: Booster C 600
FAVORITE BOOK: War and Peace by Leo Tolstoy (As a past film student
and current movie fanatic, choosing his favorite Hollywood blockbuster was
too difficult.)

HEALTHY LIFESTYLE CHOICE: Michael consumes as many vegetables
as he can every day while limiting his intake of processed foods.

WANT TO LEARN
WHAT THESE SCIENTISTS

KNOW ABOUT USANA’S PRODUCTS?

VISIT USANA.COM,
CLICK ON ‘THE USANA DIFFERENCE,’
AND SELECT ‘SCIENCE.’

THEN, CLICK ON THE

‘ASK THE SCIENTISTS’ LINK AND DISCOVER
A DATABASE FULL OF HEALTH AND
PRODUCT INFORMATION DIRECTLY FROM
USANA’S IN-HOUSE SCIENTIFIC TEAM.

USANA Scientific Experts

Written by Nick Peterson

What is the importance
of one individual?
Like ripples in a pond, the actions of one can spawn endless
circles of change and influence. One such man is USANA
Founder Dr. Myron Wentz, an internationally recognized
microbiologist, immunologist, and pioneer in infectious
disease diagnosis. With a simple, yet awe-inspiring, vision
of helping an entire world experience true health, Dr. Wentz
used his personal successes and accomplishments in the
medical fields to achieve his life’s dream of offering the world
an opportunity to live a life driven by health.
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Since 1992, USANA has never waivered from Dr. Wentz’
vision, continually developing newer, award-winning products
that reach more and more people, year after year. But even
with all of their achievements, USANA is only one piece to
this man’s vision of a world free of pain and suffering.

What kind of impact
can they have on
our world?

partners with Children’s Hunger Fund and International
Relief Teams to provide immediate relief and long-lasting
recovery for those afflicted by hunger, crisis, and disaster. But
his ultimate dream project became a reality in 2000 when
the doors of the Sanoviv Medical Institute opened in Baja
California, México, just south of San Diego, California. His
creation is a healing facility unlike any other—a place where
people can find unique, personalized medical treatments
while relaxing in an elegant, toxin-free environment.

What makes

Sanoviv
special?

Imagine a place of serenity and healing. A place that transports
you, both physically and mentally, far away from the demands
and stressful responsibilities of the modern world…where
cutting-edge medical science is combined with proven
alternative therapies to give new hope to those struggling
with chronic and degenerative diseases. A place where fresh
air cleanses the lungs, and also the heart.
Dr. Wentz is the man behind the Wentz Medical Centers
in Uganda, Cambodia, and—with the assistance of USANA
Associates—Malawi, which serve children orphaned by
diseases such as malaria and HIV. And his passion for charity
lives within the USANA True Health Foundation, which

Sanoviv

by the numbers

6

Integrative professionals
are assigned to each medical
patient: a medical doctor,
nutritionist, biological dentist,
psychologist, exercise therapist,
and chiropractor.

10,000+

Number of guests who have enjoyed
Sanoviv’s five-star facility and medical care.

20

State-of-the-art
medical technologies,
including whole-body and
regional hyperthermia,
thermography, a full-size
pressurized hyperbaric chamber,
bioenergetics and energy
medicine, diagnostic ultrasound,
and more. It’s unlikely that you
will find a collection like this
anywhere in the world.

This place exists, and it’s not just in your imagination. As a
nurturing, healing haven for people from all over the world,
Sanoviv Medical Institute is a genuine manifestation both of
Dr. Wentz’ vision of true health and the principles of complete
wellness he aspires to share with humanity.

3

2

Organic meals a day.
The Sanoviv diet is nutrient-rich, gluten free,
dairy free, and 100 percent delicious. It is
complemented with nutrition breaks consisting of
wheatgrass, coconut, and green juices.

Cancer treatment programs.
As a world-class biological cancer center,
Sanoviv cares for patients with many
forms of cancer using aggressive, proven
therapies from around the world.

Sanoviv Medical Institute is a
genuine manifestation both of
Dr. Wentz’ vision of true health and
the principles of complete wellness
he aspires to share with humanity.
To learn more, call Sanoviv today.

Sanoviv.com
Phone: 800.726.6848
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Far, far

away

Written by
Angie Larsen

in the beautiful land of Salt Lake City, there
lives a powerful and kind prince. He reigns
over USANA, decreeing health and happiness
throughout the kingdom.
Prince Dave’s accolades are impressive—he is USANA’s CEO, the former
Direct Selling Association chairman of the board, and he was named One
of America’s Most Powerful CEOs 40 and Under by Forbes.com.
But no title is more important to Dave than that of adoring father.
The brave prince, who reigns victorious over the health and
wellness industries, is now embarking on a new philanthropic
adventure—one inspired by children around the world,
including the two in his own castle.
Prince Dave feels strongly that all children should
have access to basic nutrition. So he and his
father, Dr. Myron Wentz, created the USANA
True Health Foundation. With the help of
USANA Associates and employees around
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the globe, the Foundation has been able to donate millions of
dollars in aid to children and families in need.
But the need is still great, and Prince Dave often ponders what
more he can do to raise money for this great cause.
One night, while reading a bedtime story to his own
little prince, four-year-old Andrew, and princess,
three-year-old Sydney,
Prince Dave turned the page
on a magical idea—creating
a children’s book that would
educate and help kids everywhere.

HOW TO
RECEIVE
YOUR

Gift

As co-author of The New York Times best-selling
book The Healthy Home, Prince Dave had found success
putting pen to paper. So he created a story about his two
children and their healthful adventure with the Usanimals—
the animals featured on USANA’s Usanimals™ daily children’s
health supplement.

“Take your vitamins every day, to make you
SMART and get an A. For ENERGY you need
all day, be STRONG, be QUICK, come on!

• Go to Shopping Cart

Are you ready to PLAY?”
And thus the kind Prince declared: “Share my love for children and nutrition!”
Sign up for a monthly $10 donation to the USANA True Health Foundation
on Auto Order and receive a free copy of Breakfast with the Usanimals. If you
make it a $25 monthly donation on Auto Order, you’ll get a copy of the book
signed by Prince Dave himself. It’s a gift of love that will become a new bedtime
story to share with your entire kingdom.

The End.

• Sign up for an Auto Order
USANA True Health
Foundation donation

$10 monthly
= BOOK
donation
$25 monthly
= SIGNED
donation
BOOK

Fulfilled through Auto Order
shipments after your first donation
is processed

USANA.com
USANAfoundation.org
Facebook.com/USANAfoundation
@USANAfoundation
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Jenna Templeton,
USANA Scientist

Austin Winegar,
USANA Scientist

WE’VE GOT
CONNECTIONS
USANA Collaborates with Premier Scientific Institutions

A LOT OF RESEARCH

goes into USANA’s products, and to create
cutting-edge nutritionals, its in-house scientists
have collaborated with these—and other—
distinguished institutions.
Take advantage of the nutrition-based
knowledge USANA has gained from working
with the best.
Visit USANA.com.

USANA Celebrities

Planting

theSeeds

written by
Missy Bird and
Denis Waitley

Greatness

for

In his own words:
I rode my bike 20 miles every Saturday to my grandmother’s

home. Grandma and I had one of those special, once-in-alifetime relationships. We planted a small orchard, vegetable
and flower gardens together. She told me, “Plant apple seeds
and you get apple trees. Plant weeds and you will harvest
weeds. Plant the seeds of great ideas and you will get great
individuals.” And she reminded me that weeds don’t need
watering to thrive. “They arrive uninvited and are very
stubborn to get rid of. Focus on where you want to go, not
on where you’re coming from.” Her words and actions still
resonate with me today.

I spent a decade in the military as a naval aviator. At first,
I thought my years in the military prevented me from
achieving my dream of “planting the seeds of greatness”
in others. Just the opposite has been true. Discipline
and training spurred me to pursue advanced studies in
human behavior, leading to work with Apollo astronauts,
Olympians, and returning American POWs.
My future seemed pretty bright until the late 1970s, when
adversity came calling. I was a single father with custody
of my young children, a job that had been eliminated, and
no immediate prospects for income. When things are going

Denis Waitley

served as a Navy pilot
during the 1950s.

well, we tend to coast in life. When we experience failures,
we have two choices: accept them as karma or treat them as
fertilizer. I wrote my most popular work The Psychology of
Winning, not to share my successes with others, but rather
to remind myself of what I lacked. I wrote my best work at
the worst of times—as a loser, not as a winner.
Far more precious than wealth, awards, and accolades,
my involvement with the USANA family has been the
highlight of my career. What I leave in my children and in
USANA Associates as values are far more important to me
than fame or the valuables I pass on in my estate. Like my
grandma did for me, I am teaching others that adversity is
the mother of invention. In the long run, if you sow the seeds
61
of greatness, your harvest will be a bountiful life.
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USANA Celebrities

CENTER STAGE WITH
BURE
CANDACE CAMERON

Y

ou knew her as D.J. Tanner from the popular
television show Full House, but today we know her
as Candace Cameron Bure—America’s sweetheart
from ABC’s star-studded pop-culture phenomenon
Dancing with the Stars.
Candace started strong, but found she needed something to
help sustain her confidence throughout the competition. As
62
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WRITTEN BY MALLORY MOGER

it turned out, USANA Foods and Nutritionals were exactly
what she needed.

“USANA’s products made all the difference for me while
competing on Dancing with the Stars,” Candace says. “With
Procosa® for my joints, Fudge Delite Protein Snacks for
stamina, and Pure Rest for a good night’s sleep, USANA
gave me the endurance I needed to make it to the final three!”
TM

TM

T

hrough her
experience with
the products, Candace
developed a profound
respect and love for
USANA, and she
shared her favorite
products with all her
loyal fans on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.

CANDACE’S SOCIAL
MEDIA MOVEMENT
REACHED THOUSANDS
OF HER FANS AND
POTENTIAL USANA
CUSTOMERS:

FACEBOOK:

93,231 likes
2,547 comments
3,612 shares

INSTAGRAM:
93,000 likes

TWITTER:

132 retweets
735 favorites

USANA Celebrities

“My health is everything to me,
and I’m addicted to my USANA
vitamins! I hope to come out to Salt
Lake soon and tour the amazing
facility that I’ve been hearing about.”

Holly Robinson Peete

DOM I N

Hollyw
DEANNA PAPPAS

THE BACHELORETTE 2003

21 Jump Street and Mike and Molly

“I’ve always taken
vitamins, but with
USANA I was able to
create the perfect vitamin
regimen for me. Now I
don’t have to guess what
I should be taking!”

Amy Davidson
8 Simple Rules

KENDRA
WILKINSONBASKETT
KENDRA ON TOP

“I’m loving the Chocolate
Nutrimeal™. These delicious
shakes have been so convenient and always give me that
extra push to keep me going.”

Nancy O’Dell

OMAROSA
MANIGAULT

AUBREY
PEEPLES
NASHVILLE

THE APPRENTICE

Entertainment Tonight

“I’m excited to try the
MyHealthPak™. All the
products I’ve tried from USANA,
I have been pleasantly surprised
by and by the difference I feel in
my overall well-being.”

Constance Zimmer
The Newsroom, Entourage,
and
of Cards
USANA’s
Influence — Special Edition 2014
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TICHINA ARNOLD
HAPPILY DIVORCED

Written by Suzanne Houghton

AT I N G

wood
MELISSA JOAN
HART

USANA
SHINES WITH
CELEBRITIES
You may know them from your favorite
sitcoms. Or maybe they deliver the latest
Hollywood gossip on your “can’t-miss”
entertainment news programs. Whatever
the case, you’ve got something awesome
in common with these celebrities: when
it comes to health, you won’t settle for
anything less than the best. And that’s
why these celebs choose USANA.

MELISSA AND JOEY

BAILEE
MADISON

Marla Sokoloff
@marlasok

JUST GO WITH IT
AND TROPHY WIFE

Sep 24

Husband is sick (ugh) so I’m
loading up on this goodness today.
#idontwantacold @USANAinc
pic.twitter.com/4LhuixXvPQ

KYM
WHITLEY

I LOVE YOU MAN AND
THE CLEVELAND SHOW

Beverley Mitchell
@beverleymitchel

@USANAinc Amazing vitamins!
Thank you for keeping me
healthy and strong!

These statements have not
been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration.
These products are not
intended to diagnose, treat,
cure, or prevent any disease.

Patti Stanger
@Pattistanger

HEATHER
MCDONALD

CHELSEA LATELY

BROOKE
ANDERSON
ENTERTAINMENT
TONIGHT

Everybody has to try
these gluten-free snacks.
I’m obsessed! USANA
brownie bars @USANAinc
Always looking for new
gluten-free snacks
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The pictured/named athletes or celebrities are either Associates
or dedicated users who have received compensation for65
their
partnership and/or complimentary USANA products.

USANA Standouts

Mike Allsop
Facebook.com/airnzeverestbc

AN ORDINARY MAN’S
EXTRAORDINARY
JOURNEY

Written by Aaron Adams

@777_project

His is a name synonymous with adventure and
overcoming adversity. He conquered Everest, completed
seven marathons in seven days on seven continents, and
even survived what should have been a fatal plane crash.
But life hasn’t always been this way for Mike Allsop.
Growing up in a single-parent home in Auckland, New
Zealand, Mike was just an ordinary boy—an ordinary
boy with extraordinary dreams.
The miracle of flight is almost always enough to
spark the curiosity of adventurous youths, and when
Mike first set his sights on becoming a pilot for Air New
Zealand, he knew he’d have to work hard to accomplish
his goal. It wasn’t always easy, and his time was filled
with incredible highs and devastating lows, but he never
let himself lose sight of his vision. He pursued his dream
with reckless abandon.
“If you believe you can, you will.”
These words became his philosophy. Mike understood
that with passion and a drive to succeed, he could make
the “impossible” possible. Since then, he has gone on to
perform some incredible feats, including raising $75,000
(NZ) for the New Zealand Charity for Kids.
Mike is also an avid USANA product user, and he credits
USANA for helping him continue to push his physical
boundaries and achieve his (nearly) impossible goals.
“Since I started taking USANA products, I’ve been
quite astounded with the results,” Mike says. “Without
a shadow of a doubt USANA has enabled me to train
hard and recover faster. USANA is my foundation block
which I trust and know I can depend on.”
So, what extraordinary adventure will this “ordinary” man
tackle next? After he tours the United States promoting
his new book High Altitude—yes, the man famous for
returning a replica of a stolen Yeti hand to a monastery
in Nepal is also an author—Mike is planning a journey
to the North Pole.
And USANA will be with him every step of the way.

USANA Standouts

HEALTH
ACROSS
GENERATIONS
The Past, Present, and Future of USANA Families
Written by Nick Peterson, Missy Bird, and Emily Alaniz

USANA is a very big, very healthy family, with

more than 230,000 Preferred Customers and Associates all
over the globe. And every member in this worldwide family is
encouraged to love life and live it, their way—because there’s no
right way to live the #USANAlifestyle.
But when individuals in the USANA family decide to raise their
own families in an environment of health, freedom, and a sense

of personal empowerment, that’s when the true USANA legacy
begins to take shape. These values help create strong individuals,
but when shared, they help create even stronger families—and
truly connected global communities.
Discover what these USANA families are doing to show the
world what it means to live the #USANAlifestyle.
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Cycling. Living. Giving.
Ask any 18-year-old boy what they’d

do with $10,000, and you’ll get some
pretty creative answers. A motorcycle.
A trip to Europe. Maybe a flashy new
wardrobe. But one response you might not
expect to hear is to give that money away
to a charitable cause. When a child grows
up in a USANA family, though, this is
exactly what happens.
Meet ISAIAH RAIN MAYNARD. This
young kid is proving that he’s becoming
a well-rounded man who’s ready to pave
the way for a future filled with health,
philanthropy, and success.

Isaiah Rain Maynard

“I AM A FIRM BELIEVER that in
order to receive something of real value—
like the life experience I will gain during this
trip—a person needs to be willing to give
first. That’s why I’m biking for the USANA
True Health Foundation. They guarantee
to use 100 percent of all donations for
relief efforts—no overhead or salary for
employees or executives. That’s unique in
the nonprofit world. I can help myself while
helping hundreds of other people through
inspiring donations to the Foundation.

Beginning on June 16, 2014, Isaiah
started a bike ride from Port Townsend,
Washington, to his hometown of Martha’s
Vineyard, Massachusetts. And it’s all in
the name of charity. It’s his hope to raise
$10,000 to donate to the USANA True
Health Foundation to help those in need
around the world. It’s not because he wants
recognition. It’s because he cares.

I AM THE KIND OF PERSON who
needs to experience life. I’m inspired by my
mom and dad, who learned about life from
experiences that a higher education can’t
teach you—like pedaling a bicycle every
day. After my ride ends, my friends will enter
their first days of college, and I will already be
building my own business with the promise
of residual income, financial freedom, and
—most importantly—time freedom.”
—ISAIAH RAIN MAYNARD

3,750 Patience
Number of miles
Isaiah will cycle,
start to finish

Bike sticker Isaiah
chose as a friendly
reminder on his journey

80–100 Nazdak
Number of miles
Isaiah plans to
cycle per day

Name of Isaiah’s
trusty bicycle

To get the latest information on Isaiah’s journey, like his Facebook page
at Facebook.com/followmeacrossamerica. Even better, support his
cause by making a donation at followmeacrossamerica.org.
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Bringing Up Family in USANA
youngest daughter was running events for
500 people with me. She became skilled as
an entrepreneur, just like her siblings.”

Patti Roney with her growing family

Many USANA Associates decide to raise
their own families in the USANA family—a
positive, healthy, and entrepreneurial
environment—just like Executive Emerald
Director PATTI RONEY.
Patti was a single mother of six when
USANA entered her life 18 years ago.
She was committed to staying home and
homeschooling her children, and USANA
fit in perfectly. “We were hard workers
and developed a great work ethic, but the

freedom was a part of every day,” Patti says.
“Learning to become an entrepreneur was
as natural as learning health and wellness.
It was part of our life on a daily basis.”
Her children were involved with USANA
from the beginning. They referred people
to the business and helped create a strong
team for Patti to work with. “My first
three Gold Directors were referrals from
my children,” Patti says. They also helped
put events together. “At 14 years old, my

In fact, five of Patti’s six children are
involved with USANA today, in addition
to pursuing their own personal interests.
That’s what makes owning a USANA
business so incredible, after all—the
ability to make it your own. Her oldest
child, Brandt, is a tennis coach and Gold
Director. Brock just walked away from a
six-figure income to work his USANA
business full time, and Brianne is an opera
singer in New York City and a USANA
Builder. Brittany is a Silver Director and
professional dancer living in Denver,
Colorado, and she is also an expectant
mother. And her youngest, Brigetta, is a
USANA Director raising her two-yearold on the USANA products.
“USANA saved our family in many ways,
and we are forever grateful,” Patti says. “It’s
the best decision we ever made, and it’s
one of the greatest treasures of our lives!”

“OUR CHILDREN will probably never stop dreaming about what
they want to do or who they want to be! Nobody shuts down dreams at
our house. The USANA culture is one of wanting to make a difference,
becoming a positive and enthusiastic individual, and having a healthy
lifestyle. We have helped model these characteristics in our children.”
—PAUL & ELLEN DUECK, DIAMOND DIRECTORS
Paul & Ellen Dueck with their children: Caitlyn, Ethan, & Tristan

“OUR KIDS understand that in order
to make money, you must first create
value. You must first find a way to
make someone’s life better. You must
first serve another human being. They
understand that it’s fine to have a job,
but it’s also possible to be the boss and
build your own business. They have a
more open mind about marketplace
activities because of this exposure.”

Dr. Steve & Andrea Hryszczuk with their children:
Sam, Kate, Anna, and Luke

—DR. STEVE & ANDREA HRYSZCZUK,
DIAMOND DIRECTORS
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Born to Love Health and Wellness
The USANA lifestyle can encompass a lot of different positive life choices: making health a priority; creating time for
the activities you value most; and building leadership skills to help create a personal and professional life to be proud of. For USANA
parents raising young children, though, the USANA lifestyle is a concept they choose to share with their families from the start.

USANA from the Beginning

Gold Director Ana Claudia Zepeda

Gold Director ANA CLAUDIA ZEPEDA is the proud mother of fouryear-old Aldo Bruno, who she describes as “my happiness and joy.” She’s been
using USANA products since the beginning of her pregnancy. “When you are
going to be a mother, you always look for the best for you and your child,”
she says.
Her emphasis on health didn’t waver once Aldo became a toddler. “I believe
that the best way to teach is by example,” she explains. “Every day he sees mom
going out to run, planning healthy meals, and taking USANA supplements.”
Directors Jacob Palmer and Brittany Peltier-Palmer

Time to Spare
Directors

JACOB PALMER and
BRITTANY PELTIER-PALMER are
grateful they’re able to raise their son,
17-month-old Paxton, with the free time
that running a USANA business has given
them. “I will watch him grow and always
be there for my family,” says Jacob. “My
USANA business has given me a vision for
the future that allows me to spend all the
time in the world with him.”
They’re also glad the products will provide
a strong nutritional foundation as Paxton
grows older. “We’re looking forward to
watching him grow and grow up healthy,”
Jacob says.

Ruby Director Elisa Graci

The Lessons of
Parenting
The values of the USANA family are

very important to Ruby Director ELISA
GRACI as she raises her two children,
four-year-old Brandon and three-monthold Chloe. “Having a USANA baby means
raising a very healthy, vibrant child,” Elisa
says. “It also means raising them in an
inspiring, empowering environment. Show
them that the sky’s the limit.”
But the knowledge of parenting is a twoway street. “You learn a lot from children,
says Elisa. “As adults we tend to quit on
ourselves, but children are so resilient.
Eventually they become pros at whatever
they’re attempting. As adults, we get out of
that mindset. But it’s okay—you just have
to give it another chance and try.”

The Power to
Pursue Their
Dreams
THESE ARE ONLY a few examples
from the thousands of families that have
been motivated and empowered by USANA.
Because they are armed with the freedom
USANA offers, nothing can hold them back
from living life their way.
The choices these Associates have made in
the past have clearly set the stage for their
present success and happiness. As they
continue to make their health a priority and
take advantage of the opportunities USANA
offers, these USANA families are ensuring a
bright future—for this generation, and the next.
If you think owning a USANA business should
be a part of you and your family’s future, head
to USANA.com to learn more.

USANA Standouts

Before

after

Using the Past as Motivation for the Future
Written by Missy Bird

RESET Challenge winners exercise with celebrity trainer Kathy Kaehler at Sanoviv.

B

efore and after weight-loss images are all over the place.
Companies use them to validate their weight-management
products. And USANA does too. They want to show the world that
the RESET™ weight-management program works.
But RESET isn’t some quick-fix fad diet. It’s a complete lifestyle change.
When the RESET Challenge: Destination Transformation began
its second run in January, nearly 3,000 USANA Associates and
Preferred Customers felt the determination to make a change, and
did so by losing more than 15,000 pounds combined.
At the end of the 12-week Challenge, 23 contestants were selected
in five categories as grand-prize winners. They collectively lost an
impressive 1,054 pounds—that averages out to nearly 46 pounds per
person! These dedicated individuals were rewarded with an allexpense paid vacation to the Sanoviv Medical Institute in Baja
California, México.
Since the Challenge ended, the participants have continued to make
positive strides toward their weight-loss goals and making real,
sustainable lifestyle changes. They’re using their past experiences as
a way to make sure they stick to their goals now and in the future.

Letting Go
of Extra Weight

Starting from Scratch
It’s been more than 30 years since Nani
Löfström ran into a burning building to
save the lives of those inside before the
building fell on top of her.

Nani Lofstrom
Weight lost:

45 lb. (24%)

Adding to her struggles, after her accident, Nani thought her education would
help her get back into the mainstream
and ensure her future. But the stigma
surrounding those with brain inju“WITH THE USANA PRODUCTS, ries affected Nani greatly—to the
I’VE GOTTEN PROGRESSIVELY point where she was homeless for a
time. It was just one more factor
HEALTHIER. NOW I DON’T that contributed to her weight gain.
THINK THERE’S ANYTHING “I’ve always had a hard time eating
healthy,” she says, “because I didn’t
I CAN’T DO.”
have the money to buy the right
foods.”
Nani spent time in the intensive care unit
and burn center recovering, and in order
Thanks to USANA, Nani says she is
to treat her burns, her doctors needed
now eating properly and exercising, and
more skin to graft. As a model and
during the RESET Challenge, she lost
athlete, she didn’t have much extra skin,
45 pounds. “Being part of the USANA
so Nani began to gain weight. Since
family and competing in the RESET
recovering, however,
Challenge has changed my life,” she says.
she’s had a difficult time
“My business is growing and I plan
losing that weight.
on going back to Sanoviv to get my
“I comfort eat at night,”
nutritional certification.”
she says. “I eat to keep
Throughout her accident, recovery,
the panic away.”
weight gain, and now weight loss, Nani
Weight wasn’t her only
made it a point to never give up, never
struggle over the years.
stop learning. “I don’t think there’s
The damage from the
anything I can’t do,” Nani says.
incident affected her
To learn more about Nani’s remarkable
ability to talk, read,
recovery, check out the PBS documentary
write, and walk—all of
Brain Injury Dialogues.
which she’s had to relearn. It wasn’t until
she began speaking again that the
doctors had any hope of improvement.
YOU’RE STRONG.YOU’RE DETERMINED.
“I read and write with assistive devices
YOU WERE BORN TO LEAD A
and can walk and talk,” Nani says. “I am
still recovering and having operations,
AND YOU’VE ALREADY TAKEN THE FIRST STEPS TO GET ON TRACK.
but this year I plan on participating in
BUT YOU’VE SET YOUR
WE KNOW
IT’S NOT THE BEST THINGS GOALS, AND YOU KNOW
the Champions for Change 5K at
GOT YOUR BACK
EASY. NEVER ARE. WE’VE
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY.
Convention. I am only up to one mile of
CONGRATULATIONS ON RESTARTING YOUR LIFE AND JOINING
NOW GO
walking, and haven’t run in 34 years, but
GET
I want to participate partially to show
what is possible and give hope to others.”

YOU GOT THIS.
HAPPY, HEALTHY LIFE.

#RESETNATION.

EM!

Results not typical. The average weight loss with RESET is 4.5–5 lb. in five days.
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Getting Back on the Field

“I STARTED GOING TO THE
Working as a part-time manager at Domino’s Pizza,
Pasindu Sunilchandra was first drawn to USANA
GYM DURING THE
because he was interested in owning his own business.
But his extra weight began affecting his life, from CHALLENGE, AND IT HELPED
continually having to buy larger clothes to not being able ME CHANGE THE WAY I FEEL.
to contribute to his cricket team. When the RESET
IT WAS A PHYSICAL AND
Challenge was announced, Pasindu decided it was time
to learn about nutrition and work toward making a MENTAL CHANGE. AND
lifestyle change.
I FEEL FANTASTIC NOW.”
During the 12-week Challenge, Pasindu lost
68.3 pounds—the most of any participant—and made many strides in his fitness and overall
health. “I was always below par when it came to fitness and stamina,” Pasindu says. “I was not
able to run fast or be on the cricket field for long hours. So I hardly played a game or contributed to the team. After the RESET Challenge, I was able to practice harder, run faster, improve
my fitness levels, and take my cricket team to victory.”
Pasindu’s healthy habits rubbed off on his co-workers at Domino’s as well, with many of
them now substituting Nutrimeal™ meal-replacement shakes for pizza and taking the
Essentials™. “Working at Domino’s doesn’t give a person much time to think about
food, so we end up eating pizza, which is the worst thing to do,” he says. “Having a
Nutrimeal shake is a perfect and ideal substitution. Knowing that I have simply given
them the best makes me feel great.”

Pasindu
Sunilchandra
Weight lost:

68.3 lb. (29%)

Becoming a New Chef
“AFTER A FRIEND
INTRODUCED ME TO
USANA, I THOUGHT IT
MIGHT CHANGE MY
LIFE—AND IT DID. NOW
I’M A VERY HAPPY PERSON.”

Life is busy for Ann Perera. As a mother of two, a chef at the
Mulgrave Country Club in Melbourne, Australia, and cake
decorating on the side in her “free” time, Ann seemingly had
no choice but to put her own health on the back burner.
“With the daily routine of being a chef for the last six years,
I didn’t have time to think about making a healthy meal,” Ann
says. “I was cooking something that was quick and easy, but
not good for me. So that affected my weight. And tasting all
the yummy food while working made it worse.”

The RESET Challenge changed her mindset. Ann started
hitting the gym and making healthier food choices. After losing a few pounds
during the first week, she was hooked on continuing with her healthier lifestyle.
She lost 61.1 pounds during the Challenge and had the highest percentage of
weight lost at 31 percent. “I’m a totally different person now when it comes to
healthy cooking and making healthy food every day for my family,” she says.

Ann Perera
Weight lost:

61.1 lb. (31%)

Ann’s motivation for joining USANA was to create time freedom. And she’s well
on her way to achieving that goal. “I’m very happy now, and my family is happy,”
she says. “I’m going to start studying personal training and food nutrition so I can
put my entire life puzzle together and live my life even better.”

You’ve read the stories. Now, learn more about what makes RESET different from other
weight-management systems. Visit USANA.com to learn more.
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USANA Standouts

RETIREMENT
NEVER LOOKED

SO GOOD

Written by Suzanne Houghton

It’s a career that many dream about: a
prestigious job working for one of the
top organizations in the United States
government. And USANA Associate Derek
Lee didn’t just dream about it—he lived it as
an employee at the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Derek was
enormously successful by any standards,
but even so, he had ambition for something
greater: the ability to be his own boss.
After an eight-year federal government
career, this husband and father of two
penned the letter of a lifetime: his resignation
letter at the age of 41. Thanks to a solid family
budget and an expanding USANA business,
Derek and his wife, ‘Kinzie, knew they were
taking steps to live life on their own terms.

Derek Lee signing his
resignation letter to his
former employer.

The Lee family:
‘Kinzie, Derek,
Elyse, and Caleb

Q: What career experiences led
you to your job at the CDC?

A:

I started my education at U.C.
Berkeley and pursued petroleum
engineering. But after a year and a half,
I realized it was not my passion, so I left
school to find my way. Many years later
I decided to return to school, switched
majors, and graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in business administration with
a focus on project management.
I started my career in the government
at an entry-level position, and ‘Kinzie
was Active Duty in the Air Force.
I worked my way up the corporate
ladder, and a couple of years later
when she transferred to the U.S. Public
Health Service in Atlanta, I was offered
a job at the Department of Veteran
Affairs managing a call center. That
eventually led me to my position at the
CDC as the Director of Administrative
Services for the National Center for
HIV/AIDS, Viral Hepatitis, STD,
and TB Prevention (NCHHSTP).
I led and managed a staff of about
50 people who were in charge of
business and administrative functions
for the entire Center, whose yearly
budget is approximately $1 billion US
and employs about 1,800 employees
and contractors.

Q: Did you ever hesitate leaving
your lucrative career at the CDC
to pursue USANA full time?

A:

Photos by Christy Martin

Once I started USANA, I knew
I wanted to build my business large
enough that ‘Kinzie and I could both
leave the corporate world at some
point. Despite that desire, we just
didn’t know when it was going to come
together. Last year, we started to really
gain momentum in our business, and
elements started coming together.
‘Kinzie and I looked at our budget
and we realized that we had closed the
financial gap enough between our two
jobs at the CDC and USANA, making
it possible for me to leave my job.
‘Kinzie and I had a heart-to-heart chat
about our long-term goals as a family,

and she knew I could do so much more
as a full-time USANA Associate than
I could do at my job, so we took that
step of faith. Several months later, I can
say it’s been a great blessing.

Q: What type of reactions do

you get from people when you tell
them about the position you left?

A: I usually get one of two reactions:
I am crazy to leave a government position
or they think it’s great that I went for
what I wanted to do with my life.

Q: What types of feelings did
you have giving your boss a
resignation letter?

A:

It was an amazing feeling to
deliver my resignation letter to my boss.
Although my boss was great and my
position was what I thought a dream
job should be, you just can’t have true
time and financial freedom working for
someone else.

I think it just depends on the type of
personality you have. There are many
individuals that like a sense of security
in their life, and they can’t imagine
leaving something that has provided
for them up to that point. Others are
willing to take risks and chances. But
for ‘Kinzie and myself, we knew there
was more for us, and we knew God
wanted us to do more with our lives.

Q: Are there any similarities

between your jobs at the CDC
and USANA, or what has been the
biggest difference?

A:

There are many similarities
between USANA and the CDC, one
of the greatest being leadership in both
organizations. It was great to see my
staff ’s leadership develop, and I see that
in my USANA business as well.
One difference is I found the CDC
assumes the majority of the general
population will not take proactive steps
to improve their health. Most of the
focus revolves around the easiest way to
implement solutions, even if they’re not
the optimal health model. What I love
about USANA is they take a holistic,
integrative approach to human health,
which exemplifies Dr. Wentz’ vision
that the USANA family will be the
healthiest family on Earth.
I feel I have an opportunity to have a
much greater impact on people’s lives as
a USANA Associate than I did in the
corporate world, and I am excited to see
that come to fruition.

Facebook.com/derek.leefamily
@derekleefamily

The earnings portrayed in this literature are not necessarily representative of the income, if any, that a USANA Associate can or will earn through his or her participation in
the USANA compensation plan. These figures should not be considered as guarantees or projections of your actual earnings or profits. Any representation of guarantee of
earnings would be misleading. Success with USANA results only from successful sales efforts, which require hard work, diligence, and leadership. Your success will depend
on how effectively you exercise these qualities.
Average earning chart: https://www.usana.com/Main/myUsana/page/AverageEarningsChart

USANA Awards/Social Media

43 Communicator Awards since 2009
• USANA Magazine—Special Edition
• Social Media at USANA International
Convention in Salt Lake City, Utah
• Blog—What’s Up, USANA?

OF THE

THE
WRITTEN BY ALLIE HENDERSON

USANA knows a thing or two about outperforming its competitors.
From natural partnerships with some of the world’s most elite athletes,
to creating high-quality nutritional products and innovative
marketing tools to help USANA business owners succeed,
USANA always goes the extra mile.
And dozens of third-party organizations think USANA’s
products and materials are the best that they’ve ever seen.
Hence the hefty number of accolades USANA has scored
over its 22 years of business—379, to be exact.
Here’s the proof. Take a look at some of USANA’s biggest
achievements to date.
1. Winner of 33 Utah Best of State Awards since 2003
2. Outside Magazine: Best Places to Work, five wins since 2009
3. Named Utah Manufacturer of the Year by the Utah Manufacturers
Association, 2013
4. Dr. Myron Wentz receives the Albert Einstein Award for Outstanding
Achievement in the Life Sciences, 2007
5. USANA becomes an FDA-registered facility, 2011 			
6. Winner of six International Business Stevie Awards, including:
• Management Team
• Customer Service Department
• International Convention
7. Voted “#1 Distributor’s Choice” for Best Network Marketing Company by
MLM Insider for 16 consecutive years
8. Recognized with the Outstanding Enterprise Award for Best Nutritional
Supplement by Hong Kong’s Capital Magazine, 2013
9. Recipient of six Australian Business Awards since 2010, including:
• Product Excellence—Essentials™
• Best New Product—BiOmega™ Jr.
• Best eBusiness Tool—eApprentice
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The Healthy Home, by USANA
Founder Dr. Myron Wentz and
USANA CEO Dave Wentz, hits
No. 2 on The New York Times
Best Sellers List, May 2011

Forbes.com names USANA CEO Dave Wentz One of
America’s Most Powerful CEOs 40 and Under, 2009

NutriSearch Comparative Guide to Nutritional Supplements,
Consumer Edition, Editor’s Choice and NutriSearch Gold Medal
of Achievement™ winner, 2013
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USANA Awards/Social Media
written by tim haran

E X PA N D I N G Y O U R I N F L U E N C E

sana is celebrating six years on social

media. We’ve come a long way since our

first posts on Facebook and MySpace—yes,
the original MySpace—in mid-2008.
our award-winning what’s up, usana? blog was
only an idea when we officially formed the USANA social
media department in October 2008. (Fun fact: originally
dubbed “What’s Up, U?” when created in mid-2008, the
first post on What’s Up, USANA? as we know it today
published on December 4, 2008.) The flagship blog
now features nearly 1,900 posts written by dozens of
contributors.

6
8
2
,
25
PHOTOS
TAGGED
USING THE
#USANALIFESTYLE
ON INSTAGRAM

The social media team and its network of
worldwide market managers oversee more
than 70 social sites globally on platforms
such as

FACEBOOK

GOOGLE+

PINTEREST

INSTAGRAM

TWITTER

LINKEDIN

YOUTUBE

and we continue to grow .

23,077

16
USANA MARKETS
THAT HAVE
AN OFFICIAL
FACEBOOK PAGE

&
TOTAL LIKES ON
USANA HEALTH SCIENCES
FACEBOOK POSTS
IN ONE MONTH**

facebook demographics (usana health sciences, inc. page)

@USANAINC
TWITTER
FOLLOWERS
LINKS TO OUR SITES:
1. WHATSUPUSANA.COM
2. FACEBOOK.COM/USANAHEALTH
SCIENCES
3. TWITTER.COM/USANAINC

WOMEN

39%

AGES 25-34
MAKE UP NEARLY

MALE

61%
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FEMALE
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4. INSTAGRAM.COM/USANAINC
5. PINTEREST.COM/USANA
6. YOUTUBE.COM/
USANAHEALTHSCIENCES
7. PLUS.GOOGLE.COM/+USANA

OF OUR
TOTAL FANS

8. LINKEDIN.COM/COMPANY/
USANA-HEALTH-SCIENCES

countries with the most people who like usana on facebook

PHILIPPINES

UNITED STATES

MEXICO

CANADA

MALAYSIA

most-viewed videos
on the usana
†
youtube channel

&
14,148
USANA HEALTH SCIENCES
YOUTUBE SUBSCRIBERS

MINUTES OF VIDEO WATCHED
ON THE OFFICIAL USANA
YOUTUBE CHANNEL

BLOG READERS WHO GET

WHAT’S UP, USANA?
POSTS DELIVERED
VIA E-MAIL
INDIVIDUALS
WHO HAVE
CONTRIBUTED
TO THE BLOG

&
4,558

&

1,894:
TOTAL
BLOG POSTS
WRITTEN

most-viewed articles on what’s up, usana?

*

1. USANA INSIDE BEAUTY: TOP FOODS FOR HEALTHY SKIN
2. USANA OPEN: YOUR CHANCE TO WIN WTA SIGNED PRIZES
3. USANA NAMED NUTRISEARCH EDITOR’S CHOICE FOR THIRD TIME
4. USANA SUPPLEMENT SPOTLIGHT: WHY BIOMEGA IS BETTER
5. MANNY PACQUIAO: THE CHAMP CHOOSES USANA

1. THE USANA LIFE: LIVE IT
2. USANA’S QUALITY
GUARANTEE
3. USANA’S COMPENSATION
PLAN
4. THE ESSENTIALS™
5. PROFLAVANOL® C100

most-viewed pages/
categories on what’s
†
up, usana?
1. PRODUCTS
2. NUTRITIONALS
3. WHY USANA?
4. FOODS
5. VIDEO

select awards received by usana social media team
1. PR NEWS SOCIAL MEDIA ICON AWARDS 2014, BEST SOCIAL MEDIA TEAM
2. HERMES CREATIVE AWARDS 2012-2014, PLATINUM, WHAT’S UP, USANA?
3. AVA DIGITAL AWARDS 2013-2014, PLATINUM, WHAT’S UP, USANA?
4. DSA DIGITAL MEDIA AWARDS 2013, WHAT’S UP, USANA? AND INSTAGRAM
5. MARCOM AWARDS 2013, GOLD, USANA OPEN FACEBOOK PROMOTION

*

ALL DATA COMPREHENSIVE THROUGH MAY 25, 2014, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. | **APRIL 26, 2014 – MAY 25, 2014 |
cmyk 40 black
C M Y K
0 0 0 40

***

MAY 26, 2013 – MAY 25, 2014
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USANA Awards/Social Media
angparaluman/Bob Casasola

markjoshmiranda/Josh Smith

singhsinga/DJ Singh

SEE THE WINNING ENTRIES OF THE

Instagram contest
The USANA International Convention is where Associates converge from all over the world to show
they are IGNITED and UNITED with the USANA vision. So we asked Associates to send us their best
#USANAIgnited pose on Instagram. This sparked a picture-posting frenzy.

OUT OF THE 400 ENTRIES WE RECEIVED

HERE ARE THE TOP 5 THAT STOKED OUR FIRE.
USANAINC

emattia/Dr. Erica Mattia

chrystal_pearl/Chrystal Pearl

nutrimealFree
It’s Everything You Want in a Shake
FREE of Everything You Don’t

Have a few dietary concerns?
Nutrimeal Free is a plant-based,
nutritious source of protein that’s
packed with everything you want
and free of everything you don’t.

Plus, the light, delicate flavor makes it
easy to mix with just about anything!

Add your
own flavor!

Gluten free†
Wheat free
Soy free†
Dairy free†
Egg free
Fructose free
Vegetarian friendly
15 grams of protein per serving
†For our customers with food allergies: Nutrimeal Free is free of wheat, dairy, eggs, gluten, and soy. Nutrimeal Free is manufactured
on equipment that also processes products containing shellfish, wheat, milk, soy, egg, peanuts, and tree nuts.

USANA Health Sciences
3838 West Parkway Blvd.
Salt Lake City, UT 84120
USA

YOUR
RESULTS
KEEP

GETTING BETTER
Taking the USANA True Health Assessment is
an amazing first step in the journey toward a
healthier lifestyle. You’ll receive personalized
recommendations for your priorities and realistic
goals to improve your health. But no one’s health
is stagnant. As your body and your life change,
continue taking the True Health Assessment
to make sure your lifestyle plan and product
recommendations are up to date.

“I took the True Health Assessment, and it was great.
Now I’m excited to start taking my customized MyHealthPak™!”
—Vivica A. Fox
Kill Bill and Independence Day
Receive your own health assessment
today at truehealthassessment.com.

